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Focusing on Japanese high school students at university preparatory high schools, 

this thesis examined Japanese social influences on the students' attitudes toward long-term 

English leaming and on gender differences in this attitudinal variable. Drawing its 

theoretical hmework fiom Gardner's socio-educatiod rnodel, this study presupposed the 

relation between Japanese social milieu and Japanese students' attitudes toward long-term 

English leaming. In order to interpret the quantitative data of this study tiom the Japanese 

social perspective, this study used not only its own &ta obtained fiom the research 

participants but also other extant data from related previous studies. 

This study found that students' interest in leaming about the outside world and 

comrnunicating with people in English and their perceptions about studying English as a 

main school subject influence their attitudes towad long-tem English leaming. In contrast 

to this finding, students' self-reported academic EngIish grade and their self-rated English 

skills were found to have little influence on their attitudes toward long-term English 

leaming. This study demonstrated that these findings are embedded in the Japanese 

university preparatory hi& schooI context in which English education places undue 

emphasis on entrance examinations and results in the underdevelopment of students' 

English communicative skills, as perceived by both the students and teachers. Regarding 

gender differences, female students were found to be more positive toward their current 

and future English learning. It was argueci that Japanese women's marginaiized status in 

the society and related social elements such as the femininity of English professions in 

Japan are likely to cause women's positive attitudes toward English les-g. 



This study verified that the focus on the relationship between social d i e u  and 

language attitudes c m  generate a new understanding of  research findings on L2 attitudes. 

Ln order to concretely make evident the of this study with its context-based 

perspective, it was demonstrated that what Chihara and Oller (1978)' a classic study on 

Japanese students' attitudes toward English, failed to explain about some of their major 

findings could be explaineci with an understanding of  the Japanese context for students' 

English learning at school. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 

Pumose, Researcb Questions, and Theoretical Fi.limework of This Shidv 

The focus of this thesis is on Japanese high school students at university preparatory 

high schools where they study English as a major school subject for grammar-focused 

university entrance examinations. The purpose of this study is to identie variables which 

influence those Japanese university-bound high school students' attitudes toward their 

future plan of continuhg to study English after graduation h m  high school. This thesis 

examines the following four research questions: 

(1) What factors influence Japanese hi& schml students' attitudes toward long-term 

English leaniing? 

(2) 1s there a relationship between students' acadernic performance in grammatiiriented 

English education at Japanese academic high schools and those students' attitudes 

toward long-term Engiish Ieaming? 

(3) 1s there a relationship between Japanese hi& school students' self-rated English skills 

and thei. attitudes toward long-term English learning? 

(4) Do gender differences exist in Japanese high school students' attitudes toward English 

learning? If so, what factors account for the gender differences? 

This thesis draws its fundamental theoretical fiamework h m  Gardner's 

socio-educational model (Gardner, 1985) because his model presupposes a relationship 

between a particular social milieu and language attitudes and this thesis examines the 

relationship between the Japanese social milieu and Japanese hi& school students' 

attitudes toward long-term English leaniing. Explaining his model, Gardner (1 985) states: 

1 



A central theme of the model is that second language acquisition takes place in a 
particular cultural context. It proposes that the beliefs in the community conceming 
the importance and meaningfiilness of leaming the language, the natute of ski11 
development expected, and the particular role of various individual ciifferences in 
the language learning process will influence second language acquisition, (p. 146) 

There is another quite similar model proposed by Clément (1980) which addresses 

the relation between social context and L2 motivation. In fact, Gardner (1985) describes 

Clément's model as "the social context model" b u s e  "it places considerable emphasis 

on the cultural milieu and the relative vitality of the language communities involved" (p. 

137). This thesis, however, does not draw its theoretical Famework h m  Clément's model 

because that model pays special attention to the power relation between the L2 leamers' 

own language community and the target language community, and the balance between L2 

leamers' integrativeness and fear of assimilation into the target language community. 

These focal elements in Clément's model are relatively irrelevant to this thesis, This is 

because this thesis focuses on Japanese high school students who study English for 

gramrnar-focused entrance examinations in the overall homogenous, monoiingual 

Japanese society and who have aimost no contact with any English speaking community or 

any other foreign community in- and outside school settings. 

According to Gardner, the construct of attitude is a main component of another 

related construct, motivation. He defines motivation as "the combination of effort plus 

desire to achieve the goal of leaming the language plus favorable attitudes toward learning 

the language" (Gardner, 1985, p. 10) and the term attitude as "an evaluative reaction to 

some referent or attitude, inferred on the b a i s  of the individual's beliefs or opinions about 

the referent" (p. 9). The dependent variable in this thesis, Japanese high school students' 

attitudes toward long-terni English learning, was operationalized as the students' responses 



3 
to Likert-scale items concemed with their fiiture plan of contiming to study English after 

graduation from high school. Examples of those items are: "1 will never shdy E n a s h  after 

j u k n  (entrance examinations) is over" and "1 am going to take English courses at 

university even if they are not compulsory as long as they are effective." 

This study, which is embedded in the Japanese context, expands a main construct in 

Gardner's model, social milieu. in his model, social milieu compnses only 'cultural 

beliefs' which "refer to those existing in the social context in which the individual lives" 

(Gardner, 1988, p. 1 11). In this thesis, social milieu compnses not only Japanese social 

beliefs about English lanyage and English study but aIso a nuniber of Japanese social and 

educational elements which are related to Japanese students' aîti tudes toward and 

perceptions about English study such as the statu of English at and outside school, 

Japanese educational systems (including the nature of English education) at university 

preparatory hi@ schools and gender differences in students' academic choices. 

Sinnifiaance of This Studv 

There are several contributions this study will make. First, this study will s p i @  

variables which influence Japanese acadernic high school students' attitudes toward 

long-tenn English leaming. The focus of this thesis on the Japiu~se  context will 

demonstrate a cri tical limitation in the conventional SLA research on rnotivation/attitudes 

which pays little attention to social variables existing in a particular research context (e-g. 

leamers' beliefs about L2 leaniing) and thus fails to appropriately interpret research 

findings which are inseparable fkom the research context. 

Secondly, this study will provide Japanese teachers of English with information 

allowing them to reflect on their teaching and its effect upon the students' perceptions 
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about English study and attitudes toward long-term English learning. Those who are 

involved in the development and evaluation of foreign language education policies in Japan 

wiH aiso benefit h m  this study which produces context-based findings about Japanese 

high school students' perceptions about English study and attitudes toward long-term 

English leaniing. 

Thirdly, the focus of this study on gender differences in Japanese students' attitudes 

toward English leaming will help raise researchers' awareness about the weakness in the 

conventional SLA researçh on gender differences which ofien fails to examine the cause of 

those gender differences and ends with stereotypical assumptions about the differences. 

Although the present study interpets its hdings on gender differences with reference to 

other extant studies on young Japanese women, this study will shed light on the relatively 

unexplored aspect of gender in language leaming attitudes by treating gender as a 

socio-cultural 1 y embedded phenomenon. 

Fourthly, the focus of this study on gender will produce findings which allow 

Japanese teachers of English to reflect on their (presurnably not totally bias-fke) 

perceptions about female and male students' attitudes toward English learning and 

ex pectations fiom femaie and male students about their attitudes toward Eng Iish learning. 



Chapter Two: Literature Review 

Review of Literature on L2 Motivation and Learninn E r m ~ n c e  

L2 Motivation and Attitudes 

The social psychological orientation to SLA research on motivation, pioneered by 

Gardner and characterized by his socio-educational model, continues to be dominant and 

influentid (Crookes & Schmidt, 1991 ; Domyei, 1994a; McGroarty, 1996; Oxford & 

Shearin, 1994; Skehan, 1989) (see Gardner, 1985 and Skehan, 1989 for the reviews of 

literature on other major theoretical SLA models such as Schumann's acculturation model 

and Krashen's monitor model). Prediction of second language achievement fiom language 

motivation is the focus of Gardner and his associates' research (Gardner, 1968; 1983; 1985; 

Gardner, Lalonde & Pierson, 1983; Gardner & Lambert, 1959; 1972). 

Gardner's volurninous work in collaboration with his associates is, beyond 

argument, a tremendous contribution to SLA research on attitudes and motivation. 

However, the recent emergence of new research orientations has provoked heated 

discussion on research directions. As a recent trend ernerging fiom within the circle of SLA 

researchers with the social-psychological or "Gardnerian" perspective (Dornyei, 1994b, p. 

516), Dornyei (1994a) and Oxford and Shearin (1994) called for the expansion of the 

Gardnerian concept of motivation by integrating psychologid and educational 

psychological theories into L2 motivation research (e-g. need theories, instrumentality 

theones, equity theories, reinforcement theories). These articles, which were published in 

Modem L a n w e  Journal (vol. 78, no. 3, 1994) three years d e r  the publication of the 

influentid paper by Crookes and Schmidt, "Motivation: reopening the research agenda" in 

Languane Learning (Crookes & Schmidt, 1991), developed into an exchange between 
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Dornyei, Oxford, Gardner, and their associates Wmyei, 1994b; Oxford, 1994; Gardner & 

Trem blay, 1 994a; 1 994b). Gardner and his associates calleci the movement to expand his 

theoretical concept "a very positive step focward because renewed interest will result in 

mater understanding of this fascinating topic" (Gardner & Tremblay, 1994% p. 359). One 

year later, they published a paper, "Expanding the motivation constnict in language 

learning" (Tremblay & Gardner, 1995), which addressed the validity of some of the 

psychological and educational psychological concepts introduced by Domyei and Oxford 

and Shearin. 

The background for this movement to incorporate new educational psychological 

and psychological theories into the concept of the Gardnerian motivation and his research 

h e w o r k  is the increasing recognition among SLA researchers and L2 teachers that the 

traditional Gardnerian SLA research on motivation is too generalized and complex to be 

comprehensible and applicable to L2 classrooms and other l e d g  contexts (Crookes & 

Schmidt, 1 99 1 ; Domyei, 1990; 1994a; 1994b; Domyei & Csizér, 1 998; Oxford & Shearin, 

1994: Skehan, 1989). Crookes and Schmidt (1991), for exampIe, daim, "Current SL 

discussion on this topic [language motivation] lacks validity in that it is not welI-grounded 

in the real world domain of the SL classroom ..." (p. 470). They M e r  argue: 

Research on the question of integrative versus instrumental attitudes, motivation 
(not directly measured) and proficiency has produced results that are mixed and 
difficult to interpret, so the best that can be said is that different attitudes and goal 
orientations seem to be important, but in ways that vary fiom situation to situation. 
(p. 478-479) 

The critical yet neglected limitation of this "motivational renaissance" (Gardner & 

Trem blay, 1 994b p. 526) within the social-psychological circle of SLA researchers is that 

new theones are drawn exclusively fiom the traditional psychological and educational 

psychological field, which itself has been characterized by separation of hdings fiom a 
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social contefi and presentation of few practically applicable educational implications 

(Bergin, 1 999; Chase, 1 998; Sternberg, 1 996). For example, Chase (1 998) claims: 

. . .psychologists - including educalional psychologists - found t k t  new theories 
opened new lines of research, and maintainai a level of excitement around data 
from controlled settings such as the laboratory .... Views of  such topics as 
reinforcement and contiguity, effect and expectancy theory resounded in seminar 
rooms across the nation's educational psychology departments. However, few 
curriculum people and few teachers, found their way to these discussions. The 
findings of the psychological laboratory kept educational psyçhologists talking 
arnong themselves but not finding many features of their research that matched the 
classroom setting or could be translateci into educational methocis. (p. 242) 

More specifically, Bergin (1999), one of the articles in a recent special issue of 

Educational Psycholonist, 'The value aspects of motivation in education, ' discussed the 

nature of current popular theories of motivation, some of which were introduced into the 

psychology-oriented SLA research by Oxford and Shearin (1 994) and Domyei (1 994a) and 

adopted by Tremblay and Gardner (1995). According to Bergin, those dominant motivation 

theories such as attribution theory, goal orientation theory, expectancy x value theory, flow 

theory, and self-eficacy theory "are not primarily concemed with designiilg tasks that 

catch the interest of students or with explauiing why people faced with two activities 

choose one and not the other even if they have equal perceptions of cornpetence or of value 

for each" (Bergin, 1999, p. 88). 

Naturally, the incorporation of these new educational psychological and 

psychological theones into an SLA research fkmework does not automatically soive the 

old problems of complexity, impracticability of research findings and separation of the 

findings from a L2 leaming context. For exarnple, in response to the cal1 for the expansion 

of the conventionai, Gardnerian motivation, Tremblay and Gardner (1995), in a tecent 

empirical study report titled "Expanding the motivation construct in Ianguage leaming," 

incorporated some of those psychologid theories into the theoretical fiamework and 
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investigated "the theoretical and pragmatic value of such integrations" (p. 505). In spite of, 

or because of the conceptual hmework basecl on those psychological and educatiod 

psychoiogical theories, the study produced most ngorous, complicated findings and no 

educational implications. This exarnple crystallizes a hdarnental question on the 

feasibility of recent reform attempts to make SLA research on motivation more 

context-based and classroom-applicable just by drawing on new theories h m  the 

conventional psychological and educaîional domain. 

Prompted by these critical limitations of the psychological research on L2 

motivation, another new research orientation has emerged h m  the circle of SLA 

researchers with the different, interpretive perspective. Research based on an interpretive 

theoretical fiamework and, in most cases, qualitative research methodology, investigates 

social influences on second language learning and raises arguments against the 

psychological, context-fke research fiamework on second language motivation. For 

example, Peirce (1 995) argues: 

. . . second language acquisition (SLA) theorists have stniggled to conceptualize the 
relationship between the language leamer and the s i a l  world because they have 
not developed a comprehensive theory of social identity which integrates the 
language learner and the tanguage learning context. (p. 9) 

Peirce ( 1 993 ; 1 994; 1 995) conducted a longitudinal ( 1 2 months) case study with 

five immigrant women who had recently immigrated to Canada and who were taking 

Peirce's ESL course. She collected a substantial amount of qualitative data, through 

re flective joumals, Le. by asking each woman to keep diaries and reflect upon their English 

learning experiences. Additional data were also obtained fiom questionnaires, interviews, 

and home visits. She constmcted her theoretical fnimework by developing the notions of 
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second language leamers' 'social identity' and their changing 'investment' in speakiag the 

target language. She claims that while learning and ushg a second language, second 

language leamen are constantly deaiing with a complex, uaftxed social world (people, 

time, and space) and negotiating with their own social identity. Her nch, longitudinal data 

docurnented that second language leamers' motivation to shidy English cannot be 

understood without those notions which presuppose the complex interaction between 

Iearners and the particular social context. 

Goldstein's work (1991 ; 1995) is a good example of interpretive, longitudinal 

research on language choice. She observed and interviewed Portuguese women who had 

newly immigrated to Canada and were working as production-line workers in Toronto. 

This sociolinguistic study revealed b i t  the dynamics of various context-based, social 

factors affected those womzn's choice of English as  a second language and Portuguese as a 

first language used during work. For example, the shtdy found that those female workers' 

motivation to master English was enhanceci by the status of English in the mainStream 

society as the most dominant and prestigious language and their eagerness to maintain their 

pride as mothers whose children were becoming fluent in the dominant language, English. 

At the same time, the function of Portuguese as a symbol of solidarity in the Portuguese 

community and the power structure in the workplace were found to i.rnpe.de those women's 

cornmitment to English iearning. 

The increasing focus on learners and learning contexts in SLA research is also 

found in the classroom-based research which is concemed with learners' perspectives and 

interaction arnong p e r s  and teachers (Bailey & Nunan, 1996; Donato, 1994; Gillette, 

1 994; van Lier, 1988). Research on students' beliefs about second language acquisition, 

which employs a more quantitative research methodology, is another line of work which 
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explores leamers' perspectives and examines the hypothesis that second language l e h g  

is intluenced by beliefs (someîimes myths) brought into the classroom by students h m  

outside of the school context (Horwitz, 1987; see Kuntz, 1996 for a review of previous 

belief studies). 

In their classrouni research on second language attitudes, Swain and Miccoli (1 994) 

studied the attitudinal change in a Japanese middle-aged female graduate student who was 

taking Swain's course, "Collaborative learning in second language classrooms." Through 

the reflective j o d s  cornpleted by this intermediate-level ESL student and a senes of 

interviews with her throughout the term, the study found that her emotions changed 

throughout the course ( h m  anuiety and depression to confidence) in relation to her 

interpretation of her role in the classrwm context: her limited English ability, the nature of 

classroorn tasks as collaborative group work, her role in the group, ber culturai background 

as a Japanese woman, and so on. The study also demonstrated that her participation in the 

study provided her with a chance to consciously reflect on her own learning and resulted in 

her successful completion of the course. 

McKay and Wong (1996) is part of a two-year ethnographic case study on four 

Mandarin-speaking immigrant students emlled in a California public junior high school. 

They exarnined those students' learning of English as  a second language leamhg fiom the 

"contextual ist perspective" of "bconceptualizing a second-language leamer as a complex 

social king" (McKay & Wong, 1 996, p.5 77). The study revealed that each of four students 

was continuously subjected to and negotiated with many elements embedded in the school 

context such as racial and linguistic stereotypes pervasive among teachen and in the local 

community, students' construction of their own ethnic identity, and power relations 
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between teachers and students. Tbe study demonstrated how the contextualist perspective 

was essential to understanding each student's different attitude toward leaming English. 

In con- to the growing accumulation of qualitative findings concerned with 

context-based influences upon second language leamers and their IeaRilng, there is a dearih 

in quantitative-oriented research which adopts such a context-bas& perspective and 

considers relations ktween social context and second language leaming. Exceptions are 

some large-scale studies conducted in specific, rather extensive researc h settïngs 

(Cumrnins, Harley, Swain & Allen, 1990; Sharp, Thomas, Price, Francis & Davies, 1973). 

For example, Sharp et al. (1973) is the complete report of their research project on Welsh 

and English students' attitudes toward the leaming of Welsh and English. Tùousands of 

students in Wales at the age of 10, 12, and 14 were careîùlly chosen by means of random 

stratification (linguistic background and type of school were taken into account). The study 

found that their attitudes toward Welsh and English either as a first or second language 

were affected by the variables of sex, general ability, linguistic background, 

socio-economic background, and attainment in Welsh and English. This detailed project 

report, which was intended to document the M l  research proçess and fmdings, irnplied that 

the research context significantly accounts for variances in shidents' language attitudes. 

Concent of Continuitv of Learninn Experience 

Pillemer, Picariello, Law and Reichman (1996) is a report by Pillemer and his 

colleagues of autobiographical studies on Amencan female coilege junior/senior students 

and dumnae. Pillemer et al. garnered those current and former -dents' descriptions of 

memorable experiences at college such as interactions with specific teachers, courses, 
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school activities and fiiendships which they thought had an impact on their attitudes toward 

study, efficacy and fuîure choices. The descriptive data reveated that momentary events 

such as one particular teacher's comment on academic perfonnance could exert 

consequential influences upon learning and fiïture plans. One of the alumnae recounted the 

most mernorable moment which made her decide to change her academic course: 

In my sophomore year, 1 took an English literature course. 1 loved the course 
material, enjoyed writing papers, and felt pretty good about it until . . . . I wrote an 
essay on my interpretation of a poem. 1 felt 1 had great insight into a special meanhg 
within the verse. When the paper was retumed, the teacher told me 1 didn't have any 
understanding of the material and she hoped 1 wasn't going to be an English major. 
1 remember her pinched face and small, tight mouth as she said these things to me. 1 
thought no way do 1 want to be like her. So 1 changed my major f?om Engiish to 
Sociology. (p. 333) 

These findings serve as compelling evidence for the profound impact of students' 

experiences at school upon their long-term learning and the importance of examining 

students' experiences at school as an integral part of educational research. What teachers 

say in classrooms, what teachers ask students to do as a classroom activity, how teachers 

react to students' performance, how teachers teach lessons, and how teachers are dedicated 

to teaching a11 exert influences on the formation of students' experience at school. 

Curriculum can be defmed as al1 the learning experiences accumulated throughout 

education (Clandinin & Comelly, 1989; Comelly & Clandinin, 1988; Dewey, 1902; 1938; 

1944). The concept of "continuity of experience" proposed by Dewey (1 938) suggests that 

what Japanese students experience through a six-year English education at a three-year 

middle school and another three-year hi& school is not discontinued after they enter 

uni venity . Rather, as "two principles of continuity and interaction" @. 44)' students' 

learning exprriences at school continue, interact, and unite with new experiences. Given 

the impact of students' experiences at school upon their long-tenn learning, it is an 
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educator's responsibility to "see in what direction an experience is heading" for the 

students' fùture (p. 38). 

Review of Literature on Gender DMerenca ia L2 Leamian and Course Choices 

Gender Differences in Attitudes Toward L2 Learning 

Prompted by the decline in the popularity of foreign language learning in the UK, 

particularly among boys, Powell and Batters (1985) conducted survey research with 459 

boys and 494 girls fiom six mixed comprehensive schools and examined gender 

differences in the five latent constnicts: Importance of the Foreign Language, 

Ethnocentricity, Self-image in the Foreign Language, Attitudes Towards Writing in the 

Foreign Language, and Attitudes Towards Oral Work in the Foreign Language. The study 

found that the girls scored higher in d l  of the five constructs, indicating fernale students' 

more positive perceptions of studying foreign languages. This research, which is oflen cited 

as a classical study on gender differences in students' perceptions of foreign language 

learning, failed to examine reasons for the results. The researchers concluded: "We 

recognise the difficulty for researchers in gauiing a clear picture of pupils' perceptions of 

subjects taught in school, especially as regarâs sex differences" (Powell & Batten, 1985, p. 

20). 

Loulidi (1990) is another frequently cited work which is also concemed about the 

unpopularity of foreign language leamhg among male students and gender differences in 

leamen' attitudes to ward the learning . The four-page theoretical paper, "1s language 

leamhg really a fernale business?" argues that such attitudinal gender differences might be 

attributed to the nature of English as a ferninine subject and social and cultural pressures on 
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boys and girls to make appropnate academic choices in order to comply with 

sex-stereotyped roles operating in the Society. 

Bacon and Finnemann (1992) employed discMninant analysis to prpdict group 

membership (male or female) based on 938 university students' beliefs about le-g 

Spanish as a foreign laaguage in the U.S. The prediction rate was 62 %. The study found 

that the group of female students scored higher in motivation, strategy use and social 

interaction with native speakers. The study concluded that "[men and women] should not 

be expected to share a cornmon point of view or to adopt a generic set of leaming strategies. 

Instruction in L2, therefore, must account for and capitalize on potential ciifferences rather 

than ignore them" (p. 491). Although concerned with gender differences, this study ody 

identified gender differences but failed to examine causes of the differences as well as the 

research context subsuming American social and cultural elements such as gender roles 

and foreign language learning setting (need for foreign language leaming, educational 

requirement, social attitude, etc.). 

A recent shidy on foreign language motivation in the U S .  (Sung & Padilla, 1998) 

revealed that female students were more motivated to study Asian languages than male 

students. Conceming rasons for the gender difference, the researchers confessed that "we 

do not know whether the gender difference can be attributed to a type of soçialization ... or 

the fact that al1 of the teachers in the various FL programs included in this study are female" 

(p. 2 15). They concluded, "We are inclined to believe that the advantage of female students 

in motivation to learn a new language has more to do with gender role modeling than with 

any female predisposition to learning languages" (p. 21 5). 

As claimed by Ellis (1 994), there is a limited body of research focushg on gender in 

foreignkecond language learning. Quantitative studies examining what accounts for 
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gender differences in leamers' attitudes towaids foreigdsecond language learning are 

almost nonexistent both in Japan and international contexts (for qualitative d e s  

focusing on female immigrants' motivation to leam English in Caoada, see C d g  dé 

Gill, 1 Ç92; Goldstein, 1995). 

Concept of Doine Gender 

Advocating the incorporation of feminism into linguistic research, Cameron states: 

We aust criticise explanations of difference tbat treat gender as something obvious, 
static and monolithic, ignoring the forces that shape it and the varie- forms they 
take in different times and places. Such explimations are simplistic and pemicious, 
because whatever their intentions, they tend to end up just like non-feminist 
research, by giving an academic gloss to cornmonplace stereospes and so 
reinforcing the stafm quo. (Cameron, 1992, p. 40) 

Her critique can be directed toward the conventional SLA research in which gender is used 

as the 'fixed' independent variable and detected gender differences are presented as final 

results without examining 'forces' fiom other variables. As a consequence, the knowledge 

about gender obtained fiom the conventional SLA research remains limited, speculative 

and stereotypical such as "[men and women] should not be expected to share a common 

point of view or to adopt a genenc set of learning strategies" (Bacon & Finnemann, 1992, p. 

49 1) and "We are inclined to believe that the advantage of female students in motivation to 

l e m  a new language has more to do with gender role modeling ..." (Sung & Padilla, 1998, p. 

2 f 5).  As in the argument set forth by Cameron, conventional studies seem to be responsible 

for treating reseanih participants and fïndings as 'static and monolithic' and strengthening 

gendered stereotypes such as "foreign language leamhg is a female business" (Loulidi, 

1 990). 
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The concept of 'doing gender' proposed by West and Zimmemian (1987) is useful 

in changing the definition and treatment of gender in foreign language attitudinal research. 

The concept ùnplies tbat both men and women have multiple, cbanging identities and 

actively engage in the on-going process of k i n g  themselves while concurrently negotiating 

with many other variables such as race, class, socio-economic status, age, educational 

background, etc. (üchida, 1992)- The concept does not simplifi women as a homogeneuus 

group against men or a subordhate group under men, which is distinctly different h m  the 

biological category, sex, and from some popuiar gender dichotomous concepts such as 

' women as muted group vs. men as dominant group' (Kramarae, 1 98 1 ; Spender, 1 980) and 

'women's culture vs. men's culture' (Tamen, 1990; Maltz & Borker, 1982). Claiming 

gender as an unfYted and sociaily constructed notion, Cameron (1992) emphatically states, 

"Gender should never be used as a bortom line expianation because i f  is a social 

construction needing expianation itseiy (p. 61) (italicized by Cameron). 

Gender Differences in Ja~anese Students' Academic and Vocational Choices 

At academically oriented Japanese high schools designed for students wishing to 

pursue higher education, the students in the second (Le. middle) and third (Le. final) gade 

are enrolled in either liberal arts courses or physical science courses. Students are required 

to choose which by the end of the fust year so that from the second grade they can focus on 

studying the particular school subjects required by the examination for a university they 

aim to enter. 

A recent survey shows gender differences in students' academic choices (Benesse 

Kyouikukennkyuujo, 1996) (Benesse, the name of the Company; Kyouikukennkyuujo 

means 'educational research institute7). Among 2,358 students (1203 male and 1155 
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female) at pnvate high-level academic high schools, 66% of female students chose liberai 

arts courses while 62% of male students chose physical science corases. Distinct gender 

differences were also revealed regardhg the majors students aim for. It was found that 

many female students in the liberal arts course ptanned to major in traditionally female 

domains such as education (22.1% of the female students in the liberal arts course) and 

foreign languages (1 3.1%) while male students in the same liberal arts course opted for 

male domains such as economics (25.3% of the d e  students in the liberal arts course) and 

law (1 5.1%). Furthemore, female students in the physical science course were found to 

plan to major in nursing (13.3% of the fernale students in the physical science course) and 

pharmacy or education (1 2.5%) while male students in the course aimed for engineering 

(53.8% of the male students in the physicai science course) and physics (1 1.9%)). 

These findings on gender differences in Japanese high school students' academic 

c ho ices correspond with the census on Japanese university/college -dents' majors. At 

two-year colleges, hurnan sciences is selected as a major by 28.2 % of dl the female 

students in Japan, followed by home economics (25.6%) and education (1 6.5%) whereas 

among male students at two-year colleges, technology was the most popular major (3 9.1 %), 

followed by social sciences (32.1 %) (Fuji .  Kyouiku Kemkyuukai, 1996; Monbusho, 

1996). The census indicates that the same gender differences exist at four-year universities. 

Majors dominated by men at universities are: technology (men's representation in the 

major, 9 1 %), social sciences (76%), phy sical sciences (75%), medicinelden tistry (69%) 

and agriculture (61%) whereas majors dominated by women at universities are: home 

economics (women's representation in the major, 96%), nursing (7 1 %), art (68%), human 

sciences (67%), and education (58%) (Nihom Fujin Danntai Renngoukai, 1998; 

Monbusho, 1998a). in the area of human sciences at four-year universities the 
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specialization of Literature, foreign languages, and international cultural studies is 

represented respectively by 67% of female -dents (Monbusho, l998a). 

According to the census, gender differences exist not only in Japanese 

university/college students' choices of majors but also in the types of schools they are 

enrolled in: although approximately qua1 numbers of Japanese men and women go to 

either university or college, nearly 50% of women continue to enter two-year colleges 

whereas a majority of men proceed to four-year universities (Fujin Kyouiku Keaakyuukai, 

1 996; Monbusho, 1 996). 

in part of the survey mentioned earlier (Benesse Kyouikukennkyuujo, 1 W8b), more 

than one thousand students at academically toplevel high schools were asked about their 

perspectives of gender equality in Japan. The finding revealed that a percentage of students 

who think that Japan is making progress in endorsing gender equality was always lower 

among female students than male students at any grade: Male 55.6% > Female 41.5 in the 

first grade, M 52.5 > F 37.2 in the second grade, M 50 > F 29.1 in the third grade. The 

finding documented that the percentage of fernale students seeing improvement in gender 

equality in Japan diminished from 41.5% down to 29.1 % as the grade moved up to the final 

year whereas 50 % of male students remained optirnistic even in the final grade. 

A bitter reality about Japanese working women emerged fiom a small survey 

conducted by a major Japanese life insurance tirm (Tokyo Seimei Hoken Sougou Gaisha, 

1997). The purpose of the survey was to examine OL's job satisfaction (OL stands for 

'Office Ladies' and refers to female clerical workers). Three hundred eighty three OL 

responded to the s w e y .  87.7% of them were in their menties or thirties. The survey 

revealed that English speaking ski11 and a certificate of Eiken (the most well-known 

English proficiency test in Japan) were chosen by the larges number of women (53 
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women; 13.8%) as the most useless ski11 and certificaîe for their career as OL. Sixteen 

women (4.2%) also chose skills gained fkom ove- stay such as foreign language skills 

as useless skills for their career. 

Those OL noted in the space at the end of the questionnaire that they are considered 

a disposable workforce, r e q d  to do non-technical work for men such as serving tea, 

photocopying, a n s w e ~ g  phones and entering data into cornputers, and expected to resign 

in a few years and be replaced by new young OL fksh out of college. The respondents 

expressed their dissatisfaction with the present workplace where, in spite of theü 

investment of tirne, money and energy in obtaining technid skills, there is no way to 

utilize those skills such as English skills and certificates. 

While revealing the gendered role imposed on young female workers, the study 

pointed out that OL respondents' perceptions about professional careers are rather naïve 

and that many of them equate a professional career with possession of a certificate. The 

study also analyzed that quite a few OL search for a job suitable for a certain certificate they 

happen to have ('job for certificate') rather than trying to obtain a certificate which leads to 

a certain job they want to get ('certificate for job') (Tokyo Seimei Hoken Sougou Gaisha, 

1997, p. 1083). Those women's fiizziness about careers is reflected also by the fact that 

many OL, believing in the appealing advertisements of the English language industry, are 

convinced of the power of English as a way to change their clerical, non-professional jobs 

into something professional and independent. 

Matsui (1997) is a comprehensive research report (in Japanese) on her ten-rnonth 

feminism ethnographie study conducted at a two-year women's college in Osaka, Japan 

(see Reinharz, 1992 for a thorough discussion on feminisrn research in sociology). Her 
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transcription), the ideal relationship she established with participants, and her detailed data 

analyses render this book the most recent distinguished piece of work on Japanese women 

studying at two-year women's college. The abundant data, which were obtained from 

female college students through their voluntary idormal conversations with Matsui, 

brought to light not oniy the diversity in students' perceptions but also certain tendencies in 

those perceptions. Based on the finding that most of the interviewed students wished to go 

to the U.S. and associated that country with M o m ,  fkiendliness, self-expression, high 

Iiving standards, and equality, Matsui claimed that those -dents9 'naïve recognition of the 

U.S.' stems fiom not only their ' uncritical admiration for American culture' but also their 

distnist in and depression with their Japanese male counterparts who are positioned in the 

Japanese mainstream culture (p. 2 1 3). 

Furthemore, Matsui (1995), in an article on gender role perceptions held by 

Japanese and Chinese female students studying at American universities, c l ahed  that 

"Japanese women's margrnalized statw often allows them greater personal 6eedom that 

Japanese men as well as Chinese women cannot fiord" (p. 367), enabling Japanese 

women to ieave Japan more easily, and that "My Japanese infamants ofien view study 

abroad as a maximum extension of such fkedom and autonomy" (p. 369). 

Review of Literature on the Ja~anese Social Context 

Ja~anese Educational Settinm 

Japan is known as gakureki shakai, i.e. an acadernic background-oriented society 

where undue value is placed on the names of schools students are enrolled in and graduate 
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fiom, rather than what they leam and gain during the schooling (see Amano, 1990 for a 

comprehensive discussion on examination systems in Japan). 

Students are aware of the nature of the Japanese society. For example, in a 

large-scale survey adrninistered with 1,699 d e n t s  who were enrolled in hi&-level 

academic high schools, 89.1 % of them were fomd to think that g a h e k i  (academic 

background) has a decisive role and power in the Japanese society (Benesse 

K youi kukennkyuuj O, 1 998b). For those audents at examinationdirecteci schools, their 

parents and teachers, there is no choice but to face the reality and do their best. 

In another survey with 1,643 students at academicalIy onented high schools, 65.7 % 

of them answered that regarding future plans a great deal of tirne is devoted to the teaching 

of ways to select the right schools or occupations (Daiichi Gakusbusha, 1996). It can be 

assumed that 'exit instruction' and 'manual instruction' are rampant at those academic 

schools in which the aim of instruction regarding life planning is students' smooth 'exit' 

from high school and successfid entrance into pst-secondary institutions (p. 213) and the 

instrument of instruction is a 'manual' composed of ranking of universities, types of 

subjects assessed in university examinations, and each student's academic record. 

Students' motivation to study is measured and evaluated by means of tests and classroom 

evaluation (Toda, Nakamura, Fujinaga, Miyamoto & Azuma, 1995). As Kage (1995) 

argues, academic motivation, the term used in educational psychology, is 'taskdirected' in 

that students are evaluated in the light of the extent to which they have accomplished 

required tasks such as classroom activities and tests. 

The unchanged reality that students have to leam, memorize, and regurgitate what 

is contained in prescribed textbooks in order to successfully pass an entrance examination 

sustains the persistence of 'banking education' (Freire, 1983) at Japanese acadernic high 
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schools. The orientation of 'curriculum as technology' (Eisner, 1979; see Stern, 2990 for 

discussion of Eisner's five orientations in Ianguage education) is widely favored, focushg 

"Iess on the learner or even on his relationship to the materid than on the more practical 

problern of efficiently packaging and presenting the material to him" (Eisner & Vallance, 

Fukuzawa (1996) conducted a three-year fieldwork at three average-level public 

junior high schools in Tokyo. She described one English teacher's classes at middle school 

she had observed as those which "epitomize the teacher-centered, text-oriented approach" 

(p. 298) although she acknowledged that 'Wot ail classes were as completely text-oriented 

and teacher-centered as this" (p. 299). She provideci a detailed illustration of the teacher's 

class: 

When Okabe-sensei walks into the class a few minutes afler the bel1 has m g ,  the 
class slowly quiets down for the opening greeting. A student calls out "Stand up!" 
and the students rise. "Attention!" he calls, and most students stand straight without 
talking. "Nakamura, be quiet!" Okabe-sensei reprimands one boy- "Bow!" says the 
voice. Everyone bows and sits down. As the noise subsides, Okabe-sensei says, 
"No w take out your textbooks and turn to page 14. Today we will begin Lesson 4. 
This lesson deals with comparatives and superlatives. In Japanese we use motto 
(more) and ichiban (the most) pius an adjective to express such differences. Please 
look at the key sentence at the bottom of the page. '1 arri smdler than a whale,' " he 
reads. He translates the sentence into Japanese and explains the basic d e  for 
forming English comparatives. "in English you add '-er' to some adjectives to form 
the comparative. Now let's listen to the tape." He plays the tape recorder, and the 
students repeat the new words and the six sentences of text d e r  the tape recorder as 
a group. 

At the end of the tape he asks who has looked up the meaning of the words 
for this lesson. "Have you done your lesson preparation? Nakamura, what does 
-ocean' mean?" The boy quickiy tums around to face the h n t .  "You don? know? 1 
thought so, You'd better prepare next time. Kubo, what about you?" This student is 
unable to answer either. "Sasaki," he says, calling on a better student to get the 
answer. This goes on until the new vocabdary words have been defined. He 
instnicts the students to get out their notebooks and copy what he puts on the board. 
He puts up the key sentence. Under it he writes "S be (verb) + er than (noun)" and 
gives a Japanese translation. 

''1 want you to memorize this sentence." He repeats the sentence and asks 
five students to stand up and r e d  it fiom the book and then another two to repeat it 
without looking. He seems to cal1 on the less able students to read and better 



students to repeat without looking. Next he reads the fïrst sentence and calls on a 
student to stand and translate it- "Vexy good," he says of the performance and 
repeats the translation. The class is very quiet as students write the translation under 
the English in theu books. He continues to cal1 on better students to translate, 
comcting and supplementing their translations. Al1 students c m  m e r .  He then 
asks two students to read the whole dialogue. Just as the second student begins to 
read the last sentence, the bel1 chimes the end of class. Okabe-sensei has him h i s h  
reading. The students stand, bow, and class is dismissed. (Fukazawa, 1996, p. 
298-299) 

English as a subject for entrance esamination 

Japanese students learn English for three years at middle school and for another 

three years at hi& school. English is the r q u i r e d  subject for almost al1 entrance 

exarninations of public, national and pnvate high schw ls, two-year colleges, and four-year 

universities. No matter what kinds of areas students plan to major in at colleges, English is 

always a required subject for the exams. This system makes English the most important, 

unavoidable subject for students. Juken eigo, the terrn refemng to the English tested in 

entrance examinations, is very pervasive and commonly used among Japanese people 

(juken eigo; juken means ' taking entrance exarninations' and eigo 'English'). The name 

implies that there is a particular type of English special for entrance examinations and 

different from ' r d  English.' Juken sannhusho, i.e. reference and exercise books designed 

for high achievement in daily tests and final entrance exarninations, occupy a iarge space at 

Japanese bookstores (sannkousho; sannko means 'reference' and sho 'book'). 

English entrance exarninations are grarnrnar-focused with a limited assessrnent of 

1 istening compre hension and speaking. This traditional characteristic is the root of 

dominance of grammar-oriented English classes at Japanese three-year junior hi@ schools 

and three-year high schools. Private entrance examination preparation schools called j u h ,  
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ofien translatecl as 'crarn school,' provide exam-oriented lessons and help students cope 

with competitive entrance examinations. Tt is a shared understanding in Japan that j u h ,  

especially nation-wide cram schmls with numemus branches throughout Japan, offer the 

rnost rigorous teaching geared solely toward entrance examinations. The ultimate teaching 

of juken eigo (English for entrance examinations) is a common practice at those cram 

schools as well as competitive acadernic high schools. 

Engtish as an international language 

Large numbers of Japanese people are involveci in some form of English study. 

C hildren, students, house wives, business people, senior citizens, and maay other people are 

studying English even though most of them do not have imminent, specific needs to study 

English. What motivates them to study EngIish is the Japanese social perception that 

English is an international language and that they need to study English to becorne 

'intemationalized.' Studying English is equated with widely and vaguely used tenns such 

as 'internationalization' and 'cross-cultural understanding.' English proficiency is 

sometimes considered as a qualification for becoming 'international people.? 

The media and English language industry take advantage of this 

internationalization obsession among the Japanese people and use English more than 

necessary to make their messages sound internationaiized. This commercially manipulated 

use of English and English-like words is so penetrating that some sociolinguists overseas 

equate the use of English in Japan with Singaporean English or lndian English and coin the 

term 'Japanese English' (Haarmann, 1984; Stanlaw, 1987; 1992). The Japanese industry's 

one-way transmission of English and pseudo-English words to customers and the extensive 

representation of English words in the Japanese consumer market, however, should be 
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clearly differentiated h m  'Singaporean English' and 'indian English' whîch function as a 

daily language among local people (Kachni, 1982; 1983). Nevertheless, the salient 

pervasiveness of English in the traditionally homogeneous, monolingual Japanese society 

has given nse to heated discussion on 'English impenalism in Japan.' Tsuda, a leading 

figure in this circle, for example, coining the terni 'Japlish,' contributed the following 

emphatic article to a Canadian national newspaper: 

The Japanese craze for English is reachiag epidemic proportions. Disc jockeys on 

FM radio taik in English. Satellite broadcasfiag is crowded with U. S. programs. 
Shops and products bear English names. Companies spell their names in English. 
Even governent documents are sprinkled with English words. This Englisb mania 

is nothing short of a disease. indeed, Anglomania, or obsession with English, is so 

prevalent that the Japanese use the language even when they don't have to. The 
result is linguistic chaos. The mot of Anglornania is the ideology of English 

linguistic irnperiatism: the belief that everyone should be able to speak or use 
English because it is the key international language. The Japanese are going dong 

with this dogma (Tsuda, 1997). 

English as the U.S. language 

During World War Two English was condemned and strictly prohibited as 'a devil 

language' b y the Japanese militaristic governrnent. English textbooks were bumed. English 

teachers were dismissed. English loanwords were al1 replaced with Chinese characters. 

Afier the war the English Ianguage suddenly becarne the syrnbol of democracy and the once 

abo 1 is hed English education gained dramatic momenturn as a bridge to American 

democracy and the most advanced knowledge and technology of the U.S. 

Now English is the dominant foreign language in Japan. Due to the strong historical, 

political, economic, and cuitural ties between the United States and Japan, English is 

strongly associated with the US. and its culture. American English is the nom both in 
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educational and non-educatiod settings. Most public and pnvate secondary schools, 

which provide English education as de facto the only foreign language, adopt America 

English as the target model. Research shows tbat most Japanese students have a strong 

preference for 'standard' American English, tend to reject other varieties of English as a 

deviation fkom the nom, and do not see their Japanese teachers of Engiish as a potential 

leaming mode1 (Baxter, 1980; Matsuura, 1993; Shimizu, 1995). Suzuki (1995) discusses 

the obsession with Arnerican English among young Japanese people who consider 

Amencan English as the only 'right' English and Americans as the only 'real' native 

English speakers. Although many Japanese associate English with internationalization, the 

association does not necessarily include tolerance of the varieties of English accents 

(Kachru, f 982). 

English as a foreign Ianguage 

In spite of the overwhelming popularity of English in Japan, its status as a foreign 

language has never changed. The nurnber of Japanese people who attain an intermediate or 

higher level of English proficiency is limited. Visitors fiom overseas have a hard tirne 

finding a Japanese person on a Street who can handle simple English. The notion of 

'Japanese English' emerged out of disregard of the fact that most receivers of 'Japanese 

English' hardly understand the English messages. 

Japanese is always the dominant language for education, daily communication, and 

economic activities in Japan. Those who lack Japanese proficiency are a limited nurnber of 

foreign workers, international students, immigrants, Japanese children called returnees 

who return to Japan after a long stay abroad because of their fathers' business (rarely 

mothers'), and so on. The nature of this monolingual society accords English proficiency 
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and Engiish-speaking people some special, complex images. Those images range h m  

positive ones such as intemationaiized, professionai, intelligent, and fashionable to 

negative images such as non-Japanese and foreign- These multiple images are so 

ideologically intricate that several different images are often attached to English speakers. 

Japanese people who have hi& English proficiency often encounter not only benefits (e-g. 

job opportunities) but also discrimination (e.g. Iinguistic discrimination and physical 

dienation) because of their ' deviation' fiom Japaneseness. 

Enelish Education in Ja~aa:  Off~cial Policv and Achial Teaching 

Japan's Ministry of Education promulgates the overall objective of English 

education at middle schools in lapan as "To develop students' abilities to understand a 

foreign language and express thernselves in it, to foster a positive attitude toward 

comrnunicating in it, and to heighten interest in language and culture, deepening 

international understanding" (Monbusho, 1993). The objective consists of three 

components: 1) English proficiency, 2) attitudes toward English learning, and 3) 

cross-cultural understanding. This officia1 objective of English education places emphasis 

on communicative skills, "international understanding fiom a broad perspective" and 

"students' awareness as Japanese citizens living in the global community" (Monbusho, 

1989). 

As Stenhouse (1975) states, "The central problem of curriculum study is the gap 

between our ideas and aspirations and our attempts to operationalize them" (p. 3). in the 

area of second language education, Strevens (1978) also recognizes that educationai 

objectives tend to be idedistic. Refemng specificall y to the Japanese context, h u m  (1 995) 

cails the gap between the oficially stated, well-balanced objective and the reality of 
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grammar-focused, entrance examination-based English education a "double-standard," 

Examining the same context of English education in Japan, LoCastro (1996) c d s  the gap 

"the mismatch between imported terminology and the reality of the situation" (p. 46) and 

States "..- despite the laudable intentions, the curriculum rernains content-oriente. - 
specifically grammar-oriented - paying only lip service to communicative skills" (p. 44). 

He then discusses several Japanese social elements to which the gap can be attributed: 

Japanese English teachers' lack of English proficiency 

Lack of teacher education 

The written examination for English teaching certificates which does not test 

applicants' achievement of a professional level of English proficiency 

The absolute power accorded to the Ministry of Education for curriculum development 

(Le. no implementation of needs analyses at classroom level in collaboration with 

teachers) 

The statu of English as the requirement for alrnost al1 entrance examinations for hi& 

schools and universities, which exams are composed of grammar-orienteci, written 

questions 

The Japanese entrance examination system as a main financiai source for private 

univenities, publishers, pnvate examination preparation schools (juke or cram 

schools) and other examination-related industxy 

The role of education in promoting Japanese nationaiism 

The nature of the Japanese society which attaches high value to a diploma h m  

prestigious universities as a ticket to a successfid life 

The subsidiary position of the Ministry of Education and its staff under the Japanese 

governent which is intemationally known for its resistance to reform. 



Einser (1979) divides the curriculum into three types: explicit, implicit, and nuil 

curricula In the explicit curriculum for English education in Japan there seems to be an 

overall consensus on the importance of development of fundamental English proficiency 

and international understanding. The JET program (Japan Exchange and Teaching 

Program) was launched in 1987 in order to provide Japanese students with opportunities to 

cornrnunicate with native English speaking teachers during English classes. The number of 

ALT (assistant language teachers) fiom the US., Canada, Australia, England, and other 

English-speaking countries who participated in the program in 1998 reached 4,8 15 (Akao, 

Ami, Ito, Sato, Shimizu & Yaosaka, 1998, p. 281). Furthemore, the introduction of 

Engl ish education into the upper grades of elementary schools was decreed. Currently, 

experimental teaching is taking place at some public elementary schools under the 

supervision of the Ministry of Education. 

These reforms and experirnents launched by the Ministry of Education, however, 

have not reached the deep level of the implicit curriculum. Japanese academic high schools 

c m o t  function without Japanese teachers of English (JTEs) who are devoted to 

motivating students to study English for successfüi performance in entrance exarninations. 

The teachers play an active d e ,  consciously or unconsciously, in transmitting the 'implicit 

curriculum' and its message that leamuig how to speak English is not part of the exams and 

not as important as leamhg grammar. For example, ALTs (assistant language teachers), 

whose primaq role is to do team-teaching with a JTE and act as a facilitator for students' 

communicative activities in Engiish, often fmd themselves left alone by Japanese English 

teachers. One of those ALTs says: 

1 am also fnisbated of the Iack of feedback fiom my JTEs who have more 
experience than 1. 1 expect thern to tell me directly if they are not satisfied with 



something I'm doing in class, but often any cornplaints felt by a JTE are not told to 
me at al1 or until many weeks have passed. 1 sincemly want to cooperate and make 
our team teaching situation as cornfiortable as possible! (Oosumi, 1997, p. 35) 

Some JTEs simply do not do team-teaching with ALTs. They stay in their offices while 

inexperienced ALTs stmggle in a classmom. Naturaily, given JTEs7 lack of cornmitment to 

team-teaching and the trivial percent of grading assigned to participation in English classes 

with ALTs, students quickly perceive those English classes as a sidesnidy. 

Rohlen (1983) documents his fieldwork at Japanese high schools. In the book 

Rohlen briefly described one student at a nationally top high school who spent one year in 

the U.S. as an American Field Service Exchange Student, came back to Japan with an 

excellent spoken English skill, but forgot some of the knowledge requisite for exarns. The 

student consequently slid fiom being a strong candidate for Tokyo University, a top 

university in Japan, and had to do an extra year to compensate for "the time "wasted" 

abroad (p. 26). Lmagining what teachers at the top high school would think about the 

student, Rohlen notes that those teachers' feeling about the student might be something like, 

"Spoken English, to begin with, is not on the university entrance examinations, and nothing 

the boy would learn during a year in an American high school would be of any help, either" 

(p. 26). 

Nihon Eigo Kentei Kyoukai (it 4 s  'Japan English assessrnent association'), the 

most influentid English testing association in Iapan in charge of adrnlliistering the most 

popular English proficiency test of different levels called eiken, conducted a nation-wide 

survey with 2,168 high school teachers of English (Nihon Eigo Kentei Kyoukai, 19%). The 

survey found that many teachers were aware of problems with the present English 

education and were concernai about the way English is assesseci in entrançe examinations 

It was found that 72.5% of the teachers thùik that undue emphasis was placed on English in 
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entrance examinaiions and that 61.2 % found questions on Engiish exammaûons 

inappropnate. Reasons for the inappropriateness provided by teachers are as follows: 

(1 ) 'Few listening and speaking questions' (283 fhquencies) 

(2) 'Too difficult' (280) 

(3) 'Few questions on practical use of English' (132) 

(4) 'Tm many questions on obsolete use of Engiish' (54) 

(5) 'Too specific' (50) 

(6) 'Too many questions on grammar' (43) 

(7) 'Too much reading and translation' (27). 

Enelish Studv for Ja~aaese Hipb School Students 

Relatively large-scale survey reports about Japanese high school students' 

perceptions about English learning are available in Japanese. The English Education 

Program, Department of Education, Hiroshima University conducted an equivalent survey 

four times since 1966 with thousands of different Japanese high school students each time 

as independent samples (Matsuura, Nishimoto, Ikeda, Kaneshige, Ito, & Miura, 1997). The 

students were chosen fiom the population of al1 the high school students in Japan by 

strati fied sarnpling (with the ratio of gender and types of schools taken into account). The 

survey consisted of thirty-one 5-point Likert sale items and additionai questions on 

students' personal English leaming activities. In the stage of data analysis, the 5-point 

Likert scale was converged into three categories: positive, neutral, and negative responses. 

According to some of  the results, more than 70 % of the surveyed students in 1966 

were found to think that they did not have to study English because of: (1 ) the availability 
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of foreign books in Japanese translation (Item No. A4), (2) no need of English in their daily 

lives (Al 1 ), and (3) the ownenhip of Japanese as their own language (Al@. However, the 

percentages for each item steadily decreased from 70% in 1966 to 45-56 % in 1996 over the 

three decades (A4: 49.3%; Al 1: 45.1%; A16: 56.7%). in addition, the percentage of 

students who belirved that English should be studied only by those who need English in the 

future dropped fkom 63.8% in 1966 to 25.7% in 1996. These results h m  the four items 

reflect the thirty-year transition of the status of English in Japan f?om a special language for 

the el i te to the most popular global language for ord- Japanese people. 

It was also found that students' positive perceptions about eigo gakushuu, Le. 

studying English as a school subject (at school, home, cram school, etc.), were consistently 

low. For instance, the percentages of students who fhd  eigo gakushuu interesting were in 

order in 1966, 1976, 1988, 1996: 3 1%, 25.3%, 22.3%, and 23.8%. The percentages of 

students who like eigo g a h h u u  showed a gradual decline fkom 37.8% in 1966 to 26.5% in 

1996. These results show students' consistentiy low satisfaction with and uncertainty of 

English instruction, which has continuously focused on grammar and translation. 

The double statu of English for Japanese hi& school students as the most popular, 

international foreign language and as a main school subject was revealed in another survey 

conducted by the research h i t u t e  afiliated with a Japanese major educational industry 

(Benesse Kyouikukennkyuujo, 1998a). The study involved 1,7 18 students at five private 

university preparatory high schools. The study found that English was chosen as the most 

usehl subject outside the schoùl context by 46% of the total students, followed by home 

economics (1 9.6%) and social studies (1 2.5%). English was also chosen as the most 
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important subject for enaance examinations by 54.3% of the students, followed by math 

The survey also revealed that reco-g the significant s i a i  value in English 

skills, & m s t  al1 students took a critical view of English instruction at school: 93 % were 

found to think that English instruction would not enable them to speak English. Instead of 

calling for refom, however, 61 % of the first-year students expresseci their demand that 

English classes cater specifically to entrance examinations with more grammatical 

exercises. The percentage of second-year students with this demand rose to 80%. This 

strong demand for examination preparatory teaching reflects academically motivated 

students' strong recognition of the reality that English is the only school subject required 

for almost al1 types of entrance examinations, regardless of kinds of universities, levels, 

and majors. The findings aiso clearly reveal that entrance examinations and goal-focused 

English education play an important part in Japanese acadernic high school students' lives 

and futures. 

Relevance of the Reviewed Literature to the Research Ouestions of This Studv 

As mentioned previously, the four researcb questions in this study are as follows: 

( 1 ) \mat factors influence Japanese high school -dents' attitudes toward long-tenn 

English leaming? 

(2) 1s there a relationship between students' academic performance in gramrnar-oriented 

English education at Japanese acadernic high schools and those students' attitudes 

toward long-terrn English leaming? 

(3) 1s there a relationship between Japanese high school students' self-rated English skills 

and their attitudes toward long-term English learning? 
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(4) Do gender ciifferences exist in Japanese high school d e n t s '  amitudes toward English 

learning? If so, what factors account for the gender differences? 

The reviewed literature on LZ motivation and attitudes is fiindamentally 

relevant to al1 the questions: the Literature review led to the construction of the theoretical 

framework of this study (drawn h m  Gardner's socio-educational model) and to the focus 

of this study on the relation between social milieu and language attitudes. The reviewed 

litenthire on the Japanese social context is also relevant to al1 the reseatch questions: the 

literature review facilitated the identification of specific independent variables assumed to 

influence the dependent variable of this study, Japanese students' attitudes toward 

long-term English learning (to be listed at the end of this section). 

The aim of research question I is to identify variables which have profound 

influences on Japanese academic high school students' attitudes toward their fûture plan of 

continuing to study English after graduation fiom high school. Because of the literriture on 

the Japanese social context (particularly the lifcrature on English study for Japanese 

high school students), variables such as students' perceptions about studying English in a 

school context, students' interest in communicating in English, and English test scores will 

be treated in this study as independent variables. The literature on the concept of 

continuity of learning experience is also relevant to this research question 1 because it 

examines the relation between students' perceptions about their current English leamhg in 

a school context and their attitudes toward long-term English study. 

The research questions 2 and 3 focus on, respectively students' self-reported 

academic English grade and their self-rated English skills. The aim of those questions is to 

examine each variable's relation with students' attitudes toward long-term English learning. 
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The literature on L2 motivation and attitudes and the Litcmturt on the Jap-uc social 

context are relevant to these two questions in that the comparative exanilnation of those 

two types of literature led to the specification of the two research questions. On the one 

hand, the iiterature on L2 motivation and attitudes presupposes that L2 grade represents 

L2 proficiency. On the other hand, the ütenture on the Japanese social context 

(particularly the iiterature on English education in Japin and the titeratiire on Engüsh 

study for Japanese high school students) suggests that while Japanese univeaity-bound 

high siudents are concemed with grammar-based English acadernic grade, many of them do 

not think that it represents their L2 proficiency. 

Research question 4 examines gender as one of the main variables in the Japanese 

social milieu. The üterature on gender difierences in attitudes toward learning L2 and 

the literahire on gender dinerences in Japanese students' academic and vocationil 

choices are relevant to this research question. The iiterature on the concept of doing 

gender is also relevant to this question which addresses not only gender differences 

themselves but also Japanese social backgrounds for gender by refemng to previous studies 

on Japanese wornen. 

in terrns o f  variables, the literature review led to the isolation of the following 

variables relevant to this thesis: 

Attitudes toward long-term English leamhg (mainly from the literature on L2 

motivation and attitudes and on the concept of continuity of learning 

ex perience) 

interest in culture and communication in English (mainiy h m  the üterature 

on L2 motivation and attitudes and on the Japanese social context, 
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particularly on the stahw of Enghb in Japan and on Engbh study for 

Japanese hi@ school students) 

Perceptions about studying English in a school context (mainly from the 

liternture on the concept of continuity of Imrniag expcricnce and on the 

Japanese social context, particularly on English sh idy  for Japanese h i e  

school students) 

images associateci with English, English role models, and exposure to English 

(mainly h m  the iiterature on the hpanese social context, particularly on 

the status of English in Japan) 

Academic English grade, English four skills, and English leaming activities 

outside school (mainly h m  the literature on L2 motivation and attitudes 

and on the Japanese social contest, particularly on En@h education in 

Japan and on English s tudy  for Japanese high school students) 

Gender (fiom the literature on gender ditFerences in attitudes toward 

learning L2 and on the concept of doing gender) 

Choice of English as a major (fiom the literature on gender dinerences in 

Japanese students' academic and vocational choices) 



Chapter Three: Research Method 

The four research questions of this thesis and corresponding hypotheses are as 
follows: 

(1) What factors influence Japanese academic high school students' attitudes toward 

long-term English learning? 

Drawing i t s  theoretical framework fiom Gardner's socio-educational model, this 

study hypothesizes the relation between Japanese social milieu and Japanese students' 

attitudes toward long-terrn English leaniing. More specifidly, it is hypothesized that 

Japanese high school students' attitudes toward their fiiture plan of continuhg to study 

English after graduation h m  hi& school are significantiy Muenced by their current 

Eng 1 is h learning experience at school, their association of English with something valuable 

(e-g. internationalization, job opportunities) and their interest in culture and 

communication in English. This hypothesis is based on not only Gardner's 

socio-educational mode1 but aiso the reviewed literature concerned with the impact of 

students ' current leaniing experience upon theù fiiture leamhg ac tivi ties, the pervasive 

association of Engl ish with internationalization and Amencan culture in Japan, and 

students' awareness of the usefiilness of English for theu future. 

(2) 1s there a relationship between students' academic performance in grammar-oriented 

English education at Japanese academic high schools and those sadents' attitudes 

toward long-tenn English learning? (Students' academic English performance is 

O perationalized as students' sel f-reporteci English grade, which is based on the written 
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tests they have taken at high school; the coding for this variable will be describecl in the 

next chapter). 

This study hypothesizes that there is a moderate relationship between -dents' 

(self-reported) English academic grade and attitudes toward their future plan of studying 

English. This hypothesis is based on the two kinds of reviewed Literature, fim on the SLA 

motivatiodattitudes research which documents the relation between L2 learning 

motivation/attitudes and L2 achievement and, second on the English education at Japanese 

high schools which suggest that many of the students do not thuik that Engiish achievement 

(grade) at school represents their L2 proficiency, i.e. the composite of theu four English 

skills. 

(3) 1s there a relationship between Japanese high school students' self-rated English skills 

and their attitudes toward long-term English leaming? (Students' seif-rated English 

s ici 11s are operationalized as students' self-reporteci overall ability to speak, write, read 

and understand English; the coding for this variable will be describeci in the next 

chapter). 

This study hypothesizes that students' self-assessrnent of their English skills has an 

influence on theu attitudes toward long-term English learning. Related to the second 

research question, this hypothesis is based on the reviewed literature on SLA 

mot ivatiodattitudes research which documents the relation between L2 learning 

motivat iodatti tudes and L2 achievement (four skills). 

(4) Do gender differences exist in Japanese academic hi& school students' attitudes 

toward English leamùig? If so, what factors account for the gender differences? 
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This study hypothesizes that gender differences exist in Japanese academic high 

school students' attitudes toward English learning, based on the reviewed literatwe wbich 

repeatedl y shows women' s positive attitude toward foreign language leamhg and their 

persistent choice of traditionally female domains such as foreign languages and education 

as a major. 

Furthemore, based on the literature on gender differences in academic and 

occupationai choices and specifically on the social status of Japanese women, it is 

hypothesized that Japanese students' attitudes toward learning English are infiuenced by 

Japanese gendered social and cultural elements such as the marginaiized status of women 

and English as a popular academic and occupational choice for women. The term English 

major at ei ther a four-year universi ty or two-year college is defined broadly in this thesis as 

university/coliege specialized courses which require students to foçus on English-related 

study such as literature, linguistics, communication, cultural and regional studies, and 

language education (see Gakenn, 1998 for the list and brief description of those courses.) 

f o~ulation of the Studv 

The population of the study is Japanese high school students at academically 

oriented high schools designed for students' successful entrance into pst-secondary 

institutions. The choice of the students enrolled in academic schools, excluding students at 

night schools and technical schools (e.g. agricultural, engineering, wmme~:ial, fishery 

high schools), was made in accordance with the purpose of the present study, which is 

concemed with influences of the univeaity preparatory school context upon students' 

attitudes toward long-tem English learning. Another relatai reason for the choice is that 

those academic high school students are likely to encounter more opportunity and necessity 
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to learn and use Engiish in the fiiture than others whose education ends at hi& school. My 

familiarity with the wntext is the other reason for the choice of the population- 

There is a wide range of academic-oriented high schools in Japan, varying in 

academic level, size, location, management (national, public, private, etc.), affiliation with 

other levels of schools (such as elementary school and university), religious affiliation, 

CO-ed or not, strictness of schwl d e s  and so on. in terms of academic level, the range 

extends from half-technical schools where more than a half of the students start to work 

after graduation to extremely competitive, top private schools ofien affiliated with junior 

high schools where students are provided with consistent, highest-level education to aim 

for the most prestigious universities (see Rohlen, 1983, especially Chapter 1, for an 

excellent ethnographic description of five different types of high schools in a major city, 

Kobe, from a well-known top academic high schml and an average academic school, to a 

night technicd school; also see Okano, 1992, for another popular ethnographic study of 

academically low-level, vocational schwls in Japan; see Okano & Tsuchiya, 1999 for the 

latest comprehensive cntical book on Japanese education, including academic hi& 

schools). 

This study targets firtsuu ('non-technical') kyougaku ('co-ed7) buritu ('public') 

hi& schools. i.e. academically directed, CO-ed public high schools where a majority of 

students aim to go to varying levels of pst-secondary institutions. Ln those school settings 

where the sample of the present study is enrolled, it is shared knowledge among dudents, 

parents and teachers that English is the primary school subject required for al1 kinds of 

university entrance examinations, regardless of types of universities, colleges, departments, 

majors, and levels. At those academic-focused schools English is taught in a traditional 

teac her-cen tered, text boo k-based teaching mode with a focus on grammar, vocabulary, 
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reading and translation-mediated composition, which are al1 essential knowiedge for 

successfid performance in University entrance examinations and entry into pst-secondary 

institutions. 

Regarding the actuai size of the population, the size of the accessible population of 

this thesis (Le. realistic choice) is the students enroiled in academic, CO+ public high 

schools located in the prefecture where the two present research schools are located. 

According to the census (Monbusho, 1998b), the number of the students is 15,896 (=male 

7,770 -+ femde 8,126). The target population of this thesis (Le. its ideal choice) is students 

enrolled in academic, CO-ed, public high schools in Japan. The size of the population is 

2,020,34 1 students ( m a l e  965,418 + fernale 1,054,923) (Monbusho, 1 W8b) (see Fraenkel 

& Wallen, 1996 for the differentiation of target and accessible population). The 

appropriateness of participants of this study as its sample, Le. a part of the population will 

be discussed later. 

Pilot Studv 

Pumose of the Pilot Studv 

The pilot study was conducted at two high schools located in the central part of 

Japan. The purpose of the pilot study was to examine the appropriateness of the research 

settings, to check the validity and reliability of a stmctured questionnaire developed for the 

final study, to make necessary modifications to if and to gain a better understanding of the 

research settings. The instrument was evaluated not only statistically but also qualitatively 

based on the data obtained fiom interviews with teachers and a semi-structureci 

questionnaire administered to students. A reseamh report on the pilot study was compiled 

and submitted to teachers and school administration in May 1998. 



Interviews With Teachers: Inside the Rtstrrrch Scttiniu 

During interviews with teachers, it was confirmed that public s c b l  teachers are 

regularly relocated to different schools throughout their teaching careers and fonsequently 

gain accurnulated knowledge about an extensive school district. The interviewecl teachers' 

knowledge about the school district where the present research schools were located 

contributed to the better understanding of not only inside the school settings but also the 

broader school district. 

The interviews with the teachers also c o n f k e d  the busy schedule at academically 

oriented schools. Numerous daily tasks required of the teactiers are to: develop semester 

tests, mark them, analyze students' performance in each of the tests, monitor students' 

academic performance and motivation, provide difficult students with appropriate personal 

counseling, have meetings with colleagues at least once a day, organize 'three par@ 

meetings' in which a classroom teacher privately provides to each student and hisher 

parent an individualized evaluation of the student' performance, develop English exercises 

for next day's classes, print out those exercises, teach classes, deal with salespeople h m  

the educational industry, examine new teaching textbooks, negotiate with other colleagues 

about the purchase of materials, keep abreast of changing educationai policies handed 

down by the Mirtistry of Education, etc. In addition to these classroom- and 

teaching-related duties the teachers are also responsible for extra-curricular activities such 

as school festivals and overnight school trips, etc. 

The busy school curriculum affects students as weIl as teachers. The -dents are 

challenged to manage tirne efficiently in order to cope with numemus school activities. The 
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intensity increases as the grade goes up, reaching the maximum level at the second and last 

semester of the final grade, right before the entrance examinations. 

Reflecting the intensity of the schedule at those schools, during negotiations with 

the teachers conceming the way the pilot and final studies were to be conducted under their 

supervision, they requested that the questionnaire be shorî enough to be completed within 

twenty or thirty minutes. They also requested that the questionnaire be delivered to them as 

soon as the final version was ready so that they could have the whole set in hand, look for a 

day when ùirrty minutes could be spared, and nriminister the questionnaire once the day 

was identified. 

Instrument 1: Stnictureà Ouestionnaire 

The pilot questionnaire was conducted with 80 second-grade students in March 

1998 during English classes. Thirty-four male students and forty-six female students at the 

age of either 16 or 17 participated in the sîudy. Twenty-four items on a 6-point Likert scale 

(frorn 'strongly agree' to 'strongly disagree') were subjected to factor analysis. Five 

interpretable factors were extracted: 

Experiences with English Study (4 items; alpha = 0.84) (e.g. "1 have had many bad 

experiences with English study," "1 like to study English") 

Perceptions about Studying Jukn Eigo (5 items; alpha = 0.77) (e.g. "What 1 am 

studying as juken eigo will be of no use in the fûture," "There are some interesting 

parts in studying juken eigo") ouken eigo 'English assessed in entrance examinations) 
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(3) Association of Engiish with Femininity and Intelligenet (3 items; alpha = 0.71) (e-g. 

"1 associate English-telated occupations with women," "Professions involving the use 

of English sound intelligent") 

(4) Interest in Leaming about Foreign Cultuma and Comauniuting with Pcopk 

(6 items; alpha = 0.79) (e-g. "1 am interested in leaming about English speaking 

regions and their culture," "1 want to communicate with many people in English") 

(5) Association of Engüsh with Internationaüzation (6 items; alpha = 0.82) (e-g. 

"English proficiency is important for the internationalkation of Japan," "1 need to 

study English since it is the era of intemationalization.") 

The third factor, Association of English with Femininity and Intelligence, correlated with 

none of the other four façtors while the first factor, Experiences with English Study, 

correlated with al1 other factors except for the third factor, Association of English with 

Femininity and intelligence. 

Instrument 11: Semi-structured Ouestionnaire 

The semi-structured questionnaire was conducted with 40 first-grade students (at 

the age of either 15 or 16) and 26 second-grade students (at the age of either 16 and 17) at 

the middle of April in 1998. The first-grade students responded to the questionnaire during 

an English class and the second-grade students at home. Gender distribution was relatively 

equal among students in each grade. Because of the time constraint in the first-grade 

English class, both the questionnaire and the forty students were divided into two, creating 

two sets of shorter questionnaires (respectively consisting of three different questions and 

one identical question) and two groups (respectively, 2 1 and 19 students). Each group 
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responded to one of the two questionnaires. Twenty-six second-grade students respondd 

to six questions, excluding one question which was answered by al1 the first-grade students. 

The questionnaire was designed to eiicit students' perceptions about stud-g 

English at school for entrance examinations and about Japanese people's attitudes toward 

English. The questions were presented not as structured ones but rather as opening 

statements on which respondents make their own arguments with different positions (pro, 

con, neutral, etc.). The students were asked to write down their thoughts regarding those 

questions in Japanese (thus, d l  the questions in the questioMaire and actual responses h m  

students presented in this section are in the English translation; the orders of questions were 

changed for the convenience of discussion in this section). 

Question 1: Why are you studying English now? 1s the entrance examination ( juhn)  the 

only reason? Do you think you would have not studied English if it were not juken kamoku 

(a su bj ec t required for juken)? (47 respondents = 2 1 fht-grade students + 26 second-grade 

students) 

Thirteen students answered that they were studying English mainly or solely because it is 

required for juken. Some of them provided reasons why they were studying English for the 

sake of juken: 

Because we cannot speak English even though we studied it [for a long tirne] at 
junior high school and high school. 

Because 1 just need to speak a bit of EngIish when 1 travel overseas, and I do not 
want to l e m  complicated grammat. 

When I was a kid and was taking English lessons 1 enjoyed them more than 
anything else. But now 1 feel differently about studying English. 



In contrast to those students, six students stated that they would have studied English even 

if it were not a juken subject: 

1 think 1 would have studied English even if it were not a juken subject because 1 
like English, it is the era of  intemationakation, and it is good for me to leam 
English. 

1 have never thought that 1 am studying English for the sake ofjuken. English is the 
language spoken by people around the world, so 1 can communicate with them if 1 
can speak English. 

It is t'un to be able to speak with foreigners. 1 think we can benefit fiom knowing 
English even if it were not a juken subject. 

Reasons for studying English now other than h t  it is required for jukn are tallied as 

follows: 

(1 ) Because we are living in an international society and international era (2 1 students) 

(2) Because 1 want to communicate with foreigners (1 1) 

(3) Because 1 need English in order to go overseas (8) 

(4) Because 1 like English (7) 

(5) Because 1 will need English for my career (4) 

(6) Because 1 want to improve my English (4). 

These findings indicate that many students study English not just because English is a 

major jzrken subject and they have to study it but also because of some other reasons. The 

opposite opinion was expressed by some other students who thought that they would not 

have studied English so hard or on their own if it were not a school subject or a j u h  

subject. 



Question 2: What do you think of studying juken eigo (a type of Engiish assessed in 

entrance examinations)? Do you think juken eigo is different fiom eigo (English in 

general)? Do you think the English you are learning now will not be usefiil in the future 

when you need to use English? (47 respondents = 2 1 first-grade students + 26 second-grade 

s tudents) 

Three students stated that j u k n  eigo and eigo are the same and that they were not 

thinking of studying the specific English, juken eigo. On the contrary, one student wmte, "It 

is natural that two kinds of English Uukn eigo and eigo] are different because the purposes 

are different." On the whole, a majority of students were found to differentiate j u k n  eigo 

from eigo and placed different values on juken eigo. 

Fourteen students were found to conceive juken eigo as "a part of eigo" and 

positively regard English study at school as a good t h e  to build up the basic grammatical 

knowledge and founàation of their English proficiency: 

1 think what we are leaming at school is usefbl. Jukn  eigo is a part of eigo and 
buken eigo's] grarnmar is useful for leaming conversations or correct English 
[usagel. 

1 think jlrken e i p  is also important because there are times when English we have 
studied at school tums out to be helpful. 

1 think juken eigo is usefüi. I am leamhg the basics of eigo and 1 feel more 
confident in speaking English a little. 

Some say that the English we learn at school m o t  be used overseas. But I think if 
we do not know the basics of English, there is no way to be able to use English in 
the fitst place. 
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Many other students (23 students), however, were found to conceive j u k n  eigo as 

of little use for speaking English (eigo) because of the j u k n  eigo's focus on gr- and 

witing. Theu critical perceptions about jukn  eigo, however, range h m  a strong r~jection 

ofjuken eigo as of no use at al1 to a modest evaluation of the writing and reading aspects of 

juken eigo: 

Juken eigo is of no practical use. We cannot speak English and we can oniy write 
something on a piece of paper. 1 am very sure that j u k n  eigo is useless. 

1 think juken eigo is, although not totally, not so usefiil. When we communicate 
with other peopie, 'conversation' is more important than 'writing.' ALthough 
grammar is important, 1 still think that [spoken] language is more useful. 

Juken eigo might be useful for readiag and writing English, but not so much for 
conversations. 

I do not think vuken eigo] is totally useless because we cannot speak if we do not 
know gramar and such. 

1 do not think Juken eigo is not usefiil. But when 1 went to Canada and tried to speak, 
it seems 1 was composing what 1 wanted to say as sentences [as 1 do as English 
composition during classes] first and then producing them fiom my mouth. In rny 
opinion, juken eigo focuses on writing whereas real eigo is weil balanced in reading, 
listening, writing and speaking. 

Question 3: Do you think the English education you have received so far has been 

influencing how p u  thùik of English? For example, did English classes at school ever 

make you dislike English itself? Or did you ever becorne interested in English speaking 

culture because of English classes you took? (45 respondents = 19 first-grade students + 26 

second-grade students) 
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This question generated many types of responses h m  students not only about their 

experiences with English study at school but also about their personal English leamhg 

activities outside school. Regarding experiences with English classes or those effects upon 

students' perceptions about learning English, nine students stated that they came to dislike 

English or could not enjoy English classes any more because the classes were too dinicuit 

to undentand or involved too much grammar and memorization. Sixteen students 

mentioned positive effects of English classes upon their English leaming experience: (1) 

the development of interests in communicating with foreigners, visiting foreign countries, 

and leaming more about foreign cultures (English speaking culture) (9 midents), (2) the 

development of interests in English language or the awareness of the importance of English 

(4 students), and (3) king able to communicate with native English teachers (3 students). 

Regarding e ffects of personal English learning activities outside school upon 

students' perceptions about English, six students noted that positive experiences with using 

or understanding English during overseas trips, on streets, or when watching TV helped 

them become more positively involved in English study. Two students noted that the 

private Engiish lessons they had received when they were children heiped them become 

interested in leaming English. 

Concerning negative experiences with English activities outside school, two 

students wrote that they were shocked at their limited ability to speak English in spite of the 

amount of  time they had spent in learning English- Another two students expressed their 

irritation at people who take for granted the notion of 'English is an international 

language.' They wrote: 

It makes me mad that Americans speak English in Japan with no hesitaîion while 
Japanese people speak English in the U.S. 



1 feel like arguing against so rnany people who regard English as an intemational 
language and are saying 'English is important in this society.' 

Five students answered that English classes have had no particular influences on their 

perceptions about English study. Two of h e m  wrote that the reason was because they 

always liked English and English classes had not changed that positive perception. 

Question 4: How are you feeling about studying English in general? What kinds of English 

learning activities make you kl that way? (47 respondents = 2 1 W-grade students + 26 

second-grade students) 

Six snidents noted that they couid sense the benefit of learning English when 

communicating with people overseas, on the streets, or during private English lessons. A 

majority of students, however, only mentioned English leaming activities at school or at 

home. This resdt implies that most students study English only as a school subject orjuken 

subject and hardly get involved in other English learning activities on their own outside 

school. 

Thirteen students noted that they came to dislike English study because of some 

English leaming activities at school (complicated grammar, 6 students; listening tasks, 2; 

translation from English into Japanese, 2; memorization of new words, 2; interpretation of 

English passages, 1). Seventeen students, however, were found to feel happy about 

studying English during English classes or personal English study at home because that is 

the time when they are able to: 

( 1 ) communicate with native English teachers (6 students) 
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(2) understand written or spoken English sentences (5 -dents) 

(3) understaDd grammar and sentence structure or translate English sentences into 

Japanese well (3 students) 

(4) catch connotations of English words @y r e f e g  to English dictionaries) (3 students) 

These responses suggest that English leamhg tasks during English classes have infîuenced 

students' perceptions about English study differently. For example, the task of 

comprehending new Engiish grammar imparted a sense of chailenge and accomplishment 

to some students while the same task resulted in a sense of Enrstration in other students. 

Question 5: Do you think you want to continue to study English after you graduate h m  

high school? Why do you think so? (45 respondents = 19 fïrst-grade students + 26 

second-grade students) 

Thirty-nine students answered that they wanted to continue to study English even 

after they graduated fiom high school. Reasons given by those who felt positive about 

continuing to study English were similar to their reasons for studying English now at 

school except that it is required for juken (see Question 1). Their need to master English in 

the era of intemationalization and aspiration to communicate with many people were 

mentioned by many students as their reasons for continuing to study English. Only five 

students stated that they would quit studying English upon their graduating nom high 

school. Those five reasons are: 

( 1 ) "Be liause 1 came to dislike English hal fway when 1 was in the third grade at junior high 

school [at the age of 14 or 1 51." 
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(2) "Because what 1 am learning at high school will do for communication with 

foreigners." 

(3) "Because what 1 am leamhg at school will be enough even when 1 go overseas." 

(3) "Because 1 hate to study." 

(5) '.Because I will not use English in the fiiture and 1 do not feel like ushg it." 

The students' responses to Question 4 indicates that a majority of students are 

relatively positive about continuing to study English d e r  they graduate h m  high school. 

This result suggests that most students will reply positively to modestly worded 

Likert-scale items, implying the need to create and include in the final questionnaire more 

strongly worded and more specific items on students' attitudes toward long-term English 

learning. 

Question 6: It is often said in Japan that 'English is important for intematiodization' and 

'It is cool to be able to speak English fluently.' Why do you think many people think this 

way? Where do you think these perceptions stem fiom? (45 respondents = 19 fmt-grade 

students + 26 second-grade students) 

Regarding the first perception, 'English is important for internationalization,' many 

students attributed the pervasiveness of the perception to: the status of English as a global 

language and benefits fiom mastering the language (1 3 audents), the need for Japan to be 

comected to the outside global community (1 1 students), and the power of the U.S. (6 

studen ts). 
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As for the sUnilarly pervasive perception, 'It is cool [for non-native speakers] to 

speak English fluently,' no students interpreted the perception as a fashion-consciousness 

or snobbety. Rather, many students were found to think that the perception stemmed h m  

Japanese people's recognition of the enocmous difficulty in achieving high L2 pronciency 

and the limited number of Japanese who can speak English fluently (1 1 students). Four 

students assumed that the pervasiveness is due to Japanese people's admiration for those 

who can comrnunicate with foreigners efficiently in a foreign language. Some responses 

provided by students are as follows: 

Because handling a language other than the nrst language so well is not what 
everybody can do. 

It is natutal to admire people who can do what most people cannot do. 

It is purely 'cool' to be able to communicate with people overseas effectively and 
understand each other because we are usually living in different countries across the 
ocean. 

Because it is often the case that even the ten-year English study does not make you 
such a fluent English speaker. 

Question 7: What occupations occur to you when you hear 'English-related occupations'? 

Please list al1 the occupations which corne to your mind. (Respondents: 40 first-grade 

students) 

Almost al1 students listed 'interpreter' (35 students). ~pproximately forty percent of the 

students mentioned 'flight attendant' (17) and 'English teacher' (1 5 )  ('English teacher' 

does not include positions at university level). 



Leamine Fmm the Pilot Study 

The pilot study generated new knowledge about the present resear~h topic and 

usehl information for designing the fiaal study. First, the importance of Japanese students' 

perceptions about learning English in a school context and the need to increase related 

items in the final questionnaire were suggested fiorn the results that two factors concemed 

with those perceptions were extracted and that the diversity in those perceptions was 

confinned in the semi-structured questionnaire. 

Secondly, it was leamed fkom the semi-structured questionnaire that the students' 

images associated with English (e.g. internationaiization) and with its speakers (e.g. 

admiration for native-like English speakers) were grounded ia their perceptions of English 

in the Japanese context (e.g. the need for Japan to be tied to the outside world community). 

This finding suggested the importance of sufliciently taking into account the Japanese 

sociai context in order to understand Japanese students' perceptions about English 

leming. 

The third suggestion was concemed with the association of English with fernininity. 

On the one hand, the analysis of this factor, which consisted of three items, indicated an 

acceptable variance in the students' association of English with femuunjty (e.g. in the case 

of one of the items, "English-related occupations rernind me of women's work," 3.8 % of 

the students chose 'strongly agree' ; 1 0.0% 'moderately agree' ; 4 1 -3% 'agree' ; 20.0% 

'disagree' ; 1 5 -0% 'moderately disagree' ; 1 0.0Y0 'strongly disagree'). On the other hand, it 

was found from Question 7 of the semi-structured questionnaire that most students listed 

several female-dominant occupations as English-related professions (e.g. interpreter, 

translater, flight attendant). Those two confiicting results suggested that at least half of the 

students arnong those who listed English-involveci, womendominant occupations in the 



semi-structured questionnaire were unaware of the dominance of women in those 

English-related professions when they responded to some Likett-scale items on the 

feminlliity of English professions. These findings brought to light people's lack of 

awareness of gendered aspects in a society and the difficulty in investigating people's 

perceptions about gender-related issues. 

McLaren and Gaskell (1995) contïrmed îhis point by iaterviewing nineteen Grade 

12 female students who were enrolled in maledominateci classes such as advanced math, 

physics, and science courses in British Columbia, Canada The paper started with a 

quotation from one of those female students who was enrolled in the most chailenging 

physics course: "1 think it's equal here. Like 1 said, I've never seen any discrimination 

between females and males. Of course there is some, but you don't see it." McLaren and 

Gaskell (1 995) argue, "This quotation illustrates the difficulty many girls have in 

articulating their experience of ineqdity in schools. It's there but it isn't. It's equal but 

there is some discrimination (p. 136)." They conclude by claiming: 

This [the girls' failure to articulate gender issues] was not just because they were 
"blinded" by patriarçhal, meritocratic, and scientistic ideologies, but because they 
had to make the best of their situation..,- To highiight gender differences in 
experiences might exacerbate even more the girls' status of king the "other." Thus 
the girls tended to dismiss their harassrnent by some boys as a joke and to point to 
the help that other boys were prepared to give. (p. 152-1 53) 



Parîici~ants and Scbedule 

The finai study was conducted h m  May 1998 to December 1998 at the two 

schools whîch also collaborateâ in the initial pilot study. The participants were 651 

students. None of them participated in the structureâ questionnaire of the pilot study. The 

questionnaire was administered during Engiish classes under the supervision of teachers. 

Although the response rate was 100%, 16 students were deleted from the initial data set 

because of severe incompleteness and obvious insincerity in the respoases, leaving 635 

students for the final anaiysis. They consisted of 341 first-grade students (at the age of 

either 1 5 or 16) and 294 second-grade students (at the age of 16 or 17). Male shidents are 

294, fernale 339, and 2 unidentifid (who failed to idenie their gender). The survey was 

administered in al1 the classes at each of the grades within one week in order to minimi7e 

the risk of information exchange between those who had already participated in the survey 

and those who had not. It was reported by the teachers that the questionnaire was completed 

within 25 minutes. 

Partici~ants as Representatives of the Po~ulation 

The two high schools for the pilot study and final study are officially categorized as 

fu~suu (non-technical or academic) kyougah (co-ed). Interviews with teachers at the 

schools verified that more than 80% of graduates proceed to either a four-year university or 

a two-year college of varying levels. Regarding Engiish education at those schools, the 

interviews wi th teac hers and the written responses h m  students suggested that the English 

teaching is in the form of one-way information transmission bom teachers to -dents, 

exam-directed, and focuses on text, grammaar, memorization, reading, and writing. It was 
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also found that while those regular English courses are taught at least three times a week in 

the first and second grade, classes with native speakers of English were irreguiar and far 

less frequent. This factual and demographic information about the schools renders them 

appropriate research sites for the present study, Le. average-level acadernic high schools in 

Japan. 

Instrument and Technical Issues Over Its Administration 

The questionnaire used for the final study consisted of: (1) forty-two Likert-scaie 

statements designed to examine students' perceptions of studying English in the Japanese 

context (7 items were developed for descriptive statistics such as muencies and the 

remairing 35 for factor analysis) and (2) six sets of multiple choice questions designed to 

garner students' personal information about English (e.g. English learning activities, future 

plans about English study). The English version questionnaire and its original Japanese 

questionnaire appear in Appendix A and C respectively. 

During the negotiation with teachers over the instrument administration, one 

English teacher, who was teaching two English classes in the second grade, expressed his 

concern about the possible confiict between the time constraint in classrmm management 

and the research plan of conducting the tinal study within one week in al1 the second-grade 

classes. He suggested that the questionnaire be split into hvo sections so that Section 2 of 

the questionnaire, which consisted of multiple choice questions and required less 

concentrated thinking h m  students, could be taken home by them and brought back to 

school in case al1 the second-grade English classes did not have enough t h e  to complete 

the whole questionnaire during classes. Acting on this teacher's request, together with the 
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detailed explanations about the tight schedde irnposed on al1 the teachers, it was decided to 

split the questionnaire into two sections for the second-grade students only. 

Against this teacher's apprehension, it tumed out that ail the students in the 

second-grade classes could complete both questionnaires (Section 1 and Section 2) during 

English classes without interruption. But this procedure of conducting two, physidy,  

separate questionnaires, was found to cause one incident which happened during two of the 

second-grade cIasses. As mentioned earlier, since al1 the second-grade students worked on 

the two separate questionnaires, it was critical to have those students place their student 

nurnber on each of the two questionnaires so that later those two could be combined iato 

one. It was reported, however, that two classes out of the total eight classes failed to comply 

with the procedure, making it impossible to combine the separate data fiom Section 1 and 

Section 2 obtained fkom 75 students into one complete data set, Given the importance of 

the data collected at the expense of the teachers and students' tirne, the maximum use of the 

obtained data was sought: It was decided that for the data analyses, which require the 

combined data set, they would be performed without those 75 students and for other 

analyses, which could be done on the separate data, al1 the data would be used. Table 1 

summarizes data sets used in this thesis: 



Table 1 

Tbree Data Sets Used in This Thesis 

- -- 

Data set Section 1 da- set Section 2 data set Section 1 & 2 data set 

(Total 635) (Total 634) (Total 555) 

Grade 

Grade 1 341 340 340 

Grade 2 294 293 215 

Missing O 1 O 
Gender 

Male 294 

Female 339 

Missing 2 3 O 
Note: 'Missing' refers to the data fiorn students who failed to identifi either their gender or 

For the rest of this thesis, three types of data sets will be mentioned respectively as 'Section 

1 data set,' 'Section 2 data set,' and 'Section 1 & 2 data set." 

Data Analvsis 

Ail the data analyses except for structural equation modeling were conducted by 

SPSS 8.0 statisticd package (SPSS For Windows, Release 8.0.1, 1997, Chicago: SPSS 

Inc.). LISREL Windows 8.20 (Chicago: Scientific Software International) was used to 

analyze a structural equation model. Prior to writing programs for path analyses, a 

covariance matrix was first computed by SPSS reliability analyses and then transferred to 

The present study has three limitations: (1) a limited number of variables, (2) 

non-random sampling, and (3) insufficient amount of longitudinal and qualitative data 
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First, since the present study employed a stnictured questionmire as the main 

instrument and the constraint of time in the research context was not negiigible, the number 

of questions to be included in the questionnaire had to be limited. Therefore, although the 

Likert-scale items and questions were developed carefidly for the creation of variables, 

based on the pilot study and the literatwe review, it is highly conceivable that some 

variables which rnight be significantly related to the present research theme are misshg in 

the study. For example, students' leaming experiences at juku (cratn schools) must play an 

important role in the formation of students' perceptions about studying English for 

entrance examinations because it is where the students are exposed to the dtimate teachhg 

geared to entrance examinations. 

Second, the research participants in this study were not selected by means of 

random sampling. Therefore, aithough the choice of research sites for both the pilot study 

and the final study was carefiilly made in consideration of the population of the study and 

its appropriateness was conf'irmed, generalizing its fmdings to the population of al1 kinds of 

academic hi& school students in Japan, not to mention other EFL contexts outside Japan, 

shouId be carried on with great caution. 

Final 1 y, this study lacks qualitative and longitudinal data. Although some 

qualitative data obtained 60m the students and the comprehensive literature review served 

as resources for interpreting fmdings, it is true uiat the limitation affected the present study. 

For example, the discussion on gender differences in Japanese high school students' 

attitudes toward English learning had to be made with reference to related previous studies 

on Japanese young women (ranging from college students to working women). 



Suggestions for Rese8rch Procedura in tbc h ~ l i n e ! ~  Schooi Contest 

Some knowledge about appropriate research procedures at academically oriented 

high schools in Japan was gained through conducting this study. First, it was leamed that 

the tight schedule imposeci on teachers and students malces it ditficult for them to 

collaborate with large-scale, repeated, longitudinal research. The best timing to conduct 

research seems to be: (1) the very fïrst &y of a new semester when teachers usualIy set up a 

flexible, warm-up plan in order to talk to students and stimulate their acadernic motivation 

which h a  often waned durhg holidays, (2) the very 1 s t  day of a semester when teaching 

tasks for the semester have already been completed and students spend the tiee tirne in 

working individually on exercise books, and (3) the day when marked tests are retumeâ to 

students; to be more precise, f i e r  a tacher retunis the tests to each student, provides to the 

class basic information of the results (e.g class average, the best score in the class, the most 

dificult question), and deals with some students who find incorrect marking in their tests. 

The second point is that it is important to administer a survey questionnaire at 

school in order to secure sincere, thoughtfûl responses fiom students. Due to the constant 

time pressure and stress affecthg students and the preciousness of their limited private time 

at home. it is difficult to expect them to take a serious attitude toward an external, possibly 

uninteresting, questionnaire irrelevant to their acadernic achievement, and respond to it in a 

focused manner at home without, for exarnple, watchïng TV, listening to music, talcing 

breaks, half falling into sleep, or chatting with a fiend over the phone. 

The third point about appropriate research procedures în Japanese school contexts 

is concemed wiùi official consent to research. It is cornmon that extemai Japanese 

researchers in SLA and educational psychology ask individual teachers to conduct research 
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during their classes without seeking consent h m  the school administration. It was learned 

in the present study that obtahing the school administrative consent to research and then 

approaching individual teachers, which is a rigid requirement for scholars affiliated with 

North Amencm institutes, can benefit Japanese researchers as weli, especially when the 

research is relatively large-scale, involving more than one teacher and one class. For 

instance, the formal consent issued fiom a school administration enables external 

researchers to have easier access to the school and teachers throughout the research process 

as well as a large nurnber of participants (students or teachers) and to secure senous 

attitudes toward the research not only f?om students but also h m  teachers involved. 

Fourthly, it was learned that the degree of difficulty in obtainuig administrative 

consent at academically oriented hi& schools seems to be affected by the purpose of study, 

the nature of study, the number of participants and the amount of t h e  required for the 

research, and the credibility of researchers (e.g. their affiliation). Difficult exarnples would 

be studies aiming at the critical examination of a school itself such as its administration, 

policy. teaching staff and classroom activities. In tems of research methodology, difficult 

examp les would be case study, experimental study, repeated, longitudinal stud y and 

participant observation. The present shidy did not encounter any serious difficulties, due to, 

as one teacher said, its ''important" yet "harmless" research topic and its nature as a 

one-tirne survey involving no manipulation and disturbance of class activities. According 

to the teacher, a researcher's request to conduct research which profoundly affects 

administrators,' teac hers,' and students' compressed curriculum of teaching and leamhg is 

likely to be considered "unethical" at these academic high schools pressed for time. 



Chapter Four: Results and Discussion 

The fvst part of this chapter, which demibes the pmcesses of creating variables 

from the final questionnaire, is subcategorized into two sections: creation of variables h m  

Section 1 and creation of variables fiom Section 2. 

The last part of  this chapter, which is concemed with data analyses, is 

subcategorized into four sections in correspondence to eaçh of the four research questions. 

Creation of Variables From the Ouestionnaire 

Variables Created From Section 1: Factor Anahsis and Rehbüitv Anabsis 

This section describes the process of defining scales h m  Likert-scale items in 

Section 1 of the finai questionnaire. That was carried out using factor analysis. A reliability 

analysis was conducted to measure the reliability of each scale. Scores based on each d e  

were then calculated and treated as variables for future analyses. 

The 35 six-point Likert-scale items, which were subjected to factor analyses, were 

numerically coded as follows: SA (strongly agree) into 6, MA (moderately agree) 5, A 

(agree) 4, D (disagree) 3, MD (moderately disagree) 2, and SD (strongly disagree) 1. Five 

negative items (to be shown with in this section) were reverse-coded. 

The purpose of this factor analysis was to determine the number of underlying 

dimensions of students' perceptions about the leamhg of English. Unweighted least 

squares was employed with direct oblimin rotation, one of the oblique rotation procedures 

avdable in the SPSS program, based on the assumption that the underlying factors 
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concemed with students' perceptions about English are correlated (Pedhazur & SchmeUUn, 

In an initial d y s i s ,  using a minimum-eigenvalue cntenon of 1 .O, six factors were 

produced. Based on the values of the eigenvalues, the £kt  three factors whicb accounted 

for 46.2 % of the total variance were selected and studied in detail. 

The analysis aiso revealed that four items loaded on more than two factors (Item 6, 

13, 19,27) and one item's factor loading was less than .30 (Item 1). These five items were 

deleted fiom m e r  analyses "particularly to avoid the situation in which a substantial 

percentage of the included variables are complex rneaswes" and to select variables which 

could measure only one factor (Comrey, 1978, p. 650). 

Specifying three factors, the factor analysis procedure was conducted on the 

remaining 30 items. As a result, three numerically, theoreîically interpretable factors 

emerged. The factors accounted for 50.5% of the total variance. Table 2 summarizes the 

factor analysis results. 

Table 2 

Factor Anabsis Results of 30 Items on Students' Perceptions About En-h 

Factor Loadin~ 

No Item 1 
4 1 want to go into a profession which gives me a -60 

chance to use English. 

24* 1 will never study English &er jukn  is over. -64 

34 English is the most promising school subject for -4 1 

fùture use. 

38* 1 want to choose a life course which does not .63 
require foreign language leaming . 
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Factor Loading 

No Item 1 2 3 

1 am thinking of starting to study Engiish by 

myself in the future. 

1 am going to take English courses at University 
even if îhey are not compdsory as long as they are 
effective. 

I am interested in leamhg about life and culture in 
Englis h-speaking countries. 

1 want to make fnends with people fiom overseas. 

1 want to communicate with many people in 
English. 

1 feel attracted to culture and life in the U.S. 
1 want to master Amencan English, 

1 am interested in leamhg about various kinds of 

languages and culture. 

I want to make efforts to speak a local language if 1 

have a chance to go abroad. 

Studying English for entrance examinations is a 

good opportunity to build up grammar and 

vocabulary. 

1 hate al1 the things we have to study as juken eigo. 

1 think 1 am a type of person who can enjoy 

learning any foreign languages. 

There are some interesting parts in studyuig juken 
eigo, 

English study at school raised my interest in 

learning English. 

1 have had many bad experiences with English 

study so far. 
1 came to dislike English itself because of the 

English study for entrance examinations 

1 am good at English. 

1 like English classes. 

1 think the English 1 am learning for juken forms a 

good foundation of my English proficiency. 



Factor Loading 

No Item 1 2 3 

Professions involving use of  English sound 
intelligent. 

1 envy people who can speak English fluently. 
English proficiency is very important for the 
internationalization of Japan. 
I think that people who master English can rely on 
its proficiency to earn money. 

1 think lack of English proficiency will be a major 

hindrance to my successful job seeking activities. 

The ability to handle English gives a sense of 

k i n g  educated. 

1 think it is cool to be able to speak English 

fluently. 

Eigenvalue 10.29 3 .O5 1.82 

f ercent of variance explained (Yo) 34.29 10.15 6.07 

Note: Items with * are reverse-cded. Factor loadings only over -30 are indicated in the 

table. 'Section 1 data set' (N=635) was used for this analysis. 

Since the first factor consisted of items that refiect both attitudes toward long-term 

English learning and interest in culture and communication, the items were regroupeci into 

two scales as follows: 

Attitudes toward long-tem Enalish leaming 

4 1 want to go into a profession which gives me a chance to use English. 

24* 1 will never study English d e r  juken is over. 

34 English is the most promising school subject for fùture use. 
38* 1 want to choose a life course which does not require foreign language learning. 

3 9 1 am thinking of starting to study English by myself in the future. 

42 1 am going to take English courses at university even if they are not compulsory as 

long as they are effective. 

Interest in culture and communication 

20 1 am interested in leaming about life and culture in English-speaking countries. 

23 1 want to make fiiends with people h m  overseas. 



25 1 want to commuriicate with many people in English. 
26 1 feel attracted to culture and life in the U.S. 
28 1 want to master American English. 
3 1 1 am interested in leaming about various kinds of languages and culture. 

35 1 want to make efforts to speak a local language if 1 have a chance to go abroad. 

A reliability analysis was conducted on these two conceptually related but different 

scales as weil as on the other two scales labeled 'perceptions about studying English in a 

school context' and 'images associated with English.' As shown in Table 3, the four scales 

yielded high reliabilities ranging £iom -79 to -88. Therefore, 4 scores based on the 

corresponding four scales were calculated for each student by summing up the items on 

each. 

TabIe 3 

Four Scales and Their Res~ective Alpha 

Scaie 1: Attitudes toward long-term English Iearning: Alpha = .85 
4 I want to go into a profession which gives me a chance to use English. 
24* 1 will never study English afterjuken is over. 
34 English is the most prornising school subject for fùture use. 

38* I want to choose a life course which does not require foreign language leaming. 

39 1 am thinking of starting to shidy English by myself in the friture. 
42 1 am going to take English courses at University even if they are not compulsory as 

long as they are effective. 

Scale 2: Interest in culture and communication: Alpha = .86 
20 1 am interested in leaming about life and culture in English-speakhg corntries. 

23 1 want to make fîiends with people fiom overseas. 
25 1 want to communkate with many people in English. 
26 I feel attracted to culture and life in the U.S. 
28 1 want to master American English. 
3 1 1 am interested in leaming about various kinds of languages and culture. 

35 1 want to make efforts to speak a local language if 1 have a chance to go abroad. 



Scale 3: Perceptions about studyimg EnWh in a school context: Alpha = .88 
Studying English for entrance examinations is a good oppomuiiw to build up 
grammar and vocabuiary. 

1 hate al1 the things we have to study as jukn eigo. 

1 think 1 am a type of person who cm enjoy leaming any foreign laaguage~. 

There are some interesting parts in studying juken eigo. 

English study at schwl raised my interest in learning English. 

1 have had many bad experiences with English study so far. 
1 came to dislike English itself because of the English study for entrance 
examinations. 

I am good at English. 

1 like English classes. 

1 think the English 1 am learning for juken forms the fondation of my English 
proficiency. 

Scale 4: Images associateâ with Engüsh: Alpha = .79 

2 Professions involving use of English sound intelligent. 

9 1 envy people who can speak English fluentiy. 
10 English proficiency is very important for the intemationalization of Japan. 

1 I 1 think that people who master English can rely on its proficiency to earn money. 

32 1 think lack of English proficiency will be a major hindrance to my successful job 

seeking activities. 
40 The ability to handle English gives a sense of k i n g  educated. 
4 1 1 think it is cool to be able to speak English fluentiy. 

Note: See Appendix E for the histograk of these four sets of items. 

Variables Created From Section 2: Codinn and Theoretical Rationale 

This section describes the procedure of defining scales fiom six multiple choice 

questions in Section 2 of the final questionnaire. The following is a description of the 

variables derived fiom Section 2 of the questionnaire (see Appendix A for the English 

version of the final questionnaire and actual questions in Section 2; see Appendix E for the 

histogram for the five interval variables created fiom Section 2): 



1. En@& learning rctivities outside school (ioterval sale) 

Number of English learning activities checked by students. 

For example, 2 indicates that a student chose two activities (e.g. going to an English 

conversation school and reading English books). 

2. Exposure to English outside school (interval sale)  

Sum of a 6-point Likert-sale alternatives, fiom O (never) to 5 (very ofien), consisting of ten 

items addressing students' daily exposure to English such as fkequencies of listening to 

English in Japanese TV cornmercials. 

Thus, the higher the score, the more fiequent the exposure to English outside school. 

3. Iden tifkation of EnglWb role models (interval sale) 

Sum of numbers of English role moâels checked. 

For example. O indicates that a student chose no English role models. 

4. Academic English grade (interval sale) 

One of eight academic English grade Ievels checked by students. 

Students were asked to "recode the fidl mark of all the English tests [they] have taken so far 

at hi& school into 100 and calculate the average of [their] test scores": fiom a maximum of 

8 representing a grade 'above 80' to a minimum of 1 representing a grade 'below 20.' 

5. Self-rated English skills (interval sale) 

In the four categones of English skills (speaking, listening, writing and reading), students 

rated their own level: 4 (indicative of the highest level); 3 (intermediate); 2 (novice); 1 

(lowest). These ratings were then summed up. 

For example, 2 for speaking + 2 for listening + 3 for writing + 3 for reading = 10. 

Thus, the higher the sum, the higher the self-rated English skills. 



6. Future English leanhg p h  (categoricril d e )  

Students are grouped according to their fiiture English learning plans (fquencies will be 

shown Iater in Table 4 and in more details in Table 12): 

1 "major in English" 

2 "study English personally" 

3 "never study foreign languages at dl" 

4 "study a foreign language other than English" 

5 "others" 

Summanes and Examinations of Variables trom Section 1 and Section 2 

Table 4 lists twelve variables (9 interval and 3 categorical variables) employed in 

this thesis. 

Table 4 

Descriptive Statistics of the Tweive Variables 

Score 
Interval Variables Source Highest Lowest M - SD 

1 Attitudes toward long-term Section 1 36 6 22.78 

English learning 

2 Interest in culture and 

communication 
Section 1 42 7 30.35 

3 Perceptions about studying Section 1 60 10 34.78 
English in a school context 

4 Images associated with English Section 1 



Score 
lnterval Variables Source Highest Lowest M SD 
English leaniing activities outside Section 2 8 O 3.18 1.20 
school 

Academic English grade 

Self-rated English skills 

Exposure to English outside 

SC ho01 

Section 2 8 1 5.27 1.45 

Section 2 16 4 7.48 1.86 

Section 2 50 O 26.05 6.51 

Identification of English roIe Section 2 8 O 1.40 1.19 

models 

Categorical Variables Source 

10 Future English leamhg plan Section 2 1 major (n=148) 

2 study persondl y (n= 1 62) 
3 no more study (n=86) 

4 study another FL (n=120) 
5 others (n=39) 

I I  Grade introduction I * Grade sîudents ( ~ 3 4 0 )  
2nd Grade students (n=2 1 5) 

12 Gender Introduction Male ( ~ 2 4 2 )  

Fernale (n=3 1 3) 

Note: 'Section 1 & 2 data set' was used. See also Table 1 for the complete data on gender 

and grade. See Appendix E for the histogram of nine interval variables used in this study. 

P ior  to conducting a series of data analysis, students in the first grade (Gl) (n=340) 

were compared with those in the second grade (G2) (n=2 15) on the nine interval variables 

in order to identifi variables with the group difference. The purpose of this analysis was 10 

examine which variables were infïuenced by the one-year interval and 10 sec if there is 
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a difference between the two groups of students in their attitudes toward long-tenn English 

learning. 

Using 'Section 1 & 2 data set,' a one-way MANOVA was conducted to examine 

differences between these two groups of students. In order to control for Type 1 enor, the 

Bonferroni method was empioyed and each ANOVA was tested at the ,006 level (.O5 9 

= .0055). in the results of the MANOVA, the Wilks' Lambda, -91 was signifiant, F (9, 

5 1 8) = 5 .  75, p < -001, indicating that the population means on the nine variables are 

different between Gi and G2 students. The ANOVA output as part of the MANOVA 

revealed significant differences behveen two groups of students on three variables: 

'academic English grade,' 'English leaming activities outside school,' and 'interest in 

culture and communication.' The findings are summarized in Table 5. 

Table 5 

Differences Between tbe First-Grade (G1) and Second-Grade G2) Students in Their 

Ennlish Learning 

Variables 

Attitudes toward long-terni English 22.25 23.67 

learning 

Interest in culture and 

communication 

Perceptions about studying in a school 34.49 35.27 
context 

Images associated with English 31.94 32.72 



Variables 

Eagîis h learning activities 331 2.96 (1,528) 10.92 .O01 

Self-rated English skills 7.60 7.29 (1, 528) 3.45 .O6 

Academic Engiish grade 5.46 4.97 (1, 528) 14.25 < .O01 

Exposure to English outside sçhool 25.61 26.77 (1, 528) 3.98 .O5 

Identification of English role models 1 -45 1.33 (1,528) 1-10 .30 

Note: 'Section 1 & 2 data set' (N=555) was used for this anaiysis. 

Table 5 indicates that G2 students are less involved in personal English learning 

activities outside school and that G2 students' academic grade is lower than Gl students'. 

This finding might be indicative of more challenging English study tasks required for G2 

students than for G 1 students. Another finding is that G2 students are more interested in the 

cultural and communicative aspects of English learning than G1 students. This finding 

might be either due to students' growing dissatisfaction with gramrnar-oriented j u h n  eigo 

or due to cumulative English classes over the two y e m  in which G2 students could nurture 

more interest in communicative and cultural aspect of English study, or due to the mixture 

of both. The difference was not found between the two groups of  students in their attitudes 

toward long-term English Ieaniing. 

The categoncal grouping variable, grade, will not be included into the subsequent 

analyses. First, regarding Research question 1, it attempts to identify which interval 

variables concemed with midents' English leaming infïuence theu attitudes toward 

long-term English leaming. It is pointless to include the grouping variable, grade, in the 
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analysis, when it is know that there is no difference between Grade 1 ' students and Grade 

2"d students in their attitudes toward long-term English learning. Regarding R-h 

questions 2 and 3, the purpose of those analyses is to examiw the relationship between 

students' attitudes toward long-term English learning and a particular variable concemed 

with -dents' English learning (respectively, academic English grade and self-rated 

English skilis). The aim of Rescvch question 4 is to identie gender differences in the 

variables on students' English leaming. Since grade is a grouping variable, not a variable 

specifically about students' English leaming, this categorical variable will not be dealt with 

in either of the four research questions in this study. 



Predictinn Attitudes Toward Long-ttrm Enelish Leaming 

Research question 1: What factors influence Japanese academic high school *dents' 

attitudes toward long-term English learning? 

1. Multiple regression anaiysis 1: predicting aîtitudes toward long-term Engli~h 
learning 

A multiple regression anaiysis was conducted to evaluate whic h variables regarding 

Japanese students' English learning couid predict the dependent variable in this study, 

'attitudes toward long-term English learning,' and how well. The predictors used in the 

analysis are: 

Interest in culture and communication 

Perceptions about studying English in a school context 

images associated with English 

Self-rated English skills 

English learning activities outside school 

Academic English grade 

Exposure to English outside school 

Identification of English role models 

The stepwise variable selection procedure was empioyd because the present study 

is exploratory in that it is not based on a specific theory which can decide the ordering of 
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the eight variables. The stepwise variable selection procedure produced a mode1 with four 

predictors included as shown in Table 6. 

Table 6 

Stepwise Multiple Repession Amivsis 1 (De~cndent Variable: Students' Attitudes 

Toward Long-ter- Endish Learning,) 

Step Variables entered - R~ R~ Partial Partial 

# change 1 E 

1 Interest in culture and -53 -53 24.5 13.97 .Of 

communication 

2 Perceptions about -64 -1 1 12.8 11.06 -001 

studying English in a 

school context 

3 Self-rated English 

skills 

4 Images associated -66 .O 1 3 -96 3.96 .O01 

with English 

Note: 'Section 1 & 2 data set' was used for this analysis. 

Figure 1 shows the plot of Y (students' attitudes toward long-terni English leaming) 

venus Y'. Le. the predicted value of Y. The figure visually contirms the lineanty in this 

mu1 ti ple regression whic h predicts Japanese acadernic high school d e n t s '  attitudes 

toward long-tem English leaming fiom four predictors: 'interest in culture and 

communication,' 'perceptions about studying English in a school context,' 'images 

associated with English,' and 'self-rated English skills.' 
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As shown in Table 6, the multiple regression analysis, which was conducted to 

predict the dependent variable (Y), students' attitudes toward long-term English leaming, 

resulted in one mode1 which included four independent variables (students' interests in 

culture and communication, theü perceptions about studying English in a school context, 

their self-rated English skills, and theù images associated with English). The analysis 

produced the regression equation with al1 the four independent variables (Le. predictors), 

which yields predicted dependent variable scores (Y'). The equation is: 

Y' = .42 interest + -23 perceptions + -38 self-rated skills + -14 images - 5.41 

Although this equation yields Y' (predicted value of Y), the weights in the equation 

cannot be compared because al1 the independent variables are based on different scales. To 

make the weights comparable, the independent and dependent variables are changed into z 
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scores (with a mean of O and a standard deviation of 1). The regression equation based on 

the standardized scores, which is used for Figure 1 ,  is: 

Y' = .47 interest + -34 perceptions + . l l  self-rated skills + .13 images 

R square change shown in Table 6 reveals that while the first two predictors, 

-interest in culture and communication' and 'perceptions about studying English in a 

school context,' accounted for the significant variance of students' attitudes (respectively, 

53% and 1 IN), the other two predictors ('images associated with English' and 'self-rated 

English skills') did not make large contributions to the increase in R square (both 1%). This 

result implies that students' interest in culture and communication and their perceptions 

about studying English in a school context play the most important role in predicting 

students' attitudes toward long-term English learning. 

2. Relevance of Qualitative Data to Quantitative Findings 

The multiple regression analysis showed that students' interest in culture and 

communication is the best predictor of their attitudes toward long-term English leaming. It 

might be argued that Gardner's integrative orientation profoundly affects Japanese high 

school students' attitudes toward their hiture plan of continuhg to study English after 

graduating from high school when English study is no longer compulsory. However, the 

variable in this study, Japanese students' 'interest in culture and communication,' 

addresses more than integrative orientation (second language leamers' perceptions about 

k ing  a part of the target language community). The variable consists of not only 3 items 

specifically concemed with students' interest in English-speaLuig countrïes (Item 20), 
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American culture (Item 26) and American English (Item 28) but also 4 items concemed 

with students' interest in cultures and foreign languages in generai (item 3 1 and Item 35), 

fnendship with people fkom overseas (Item 23)' and communication in English (Item 25) 

(see Table 3 for the list of the items). 

As discussed previously, English is widely associated both with 

international ization and Amencan culture in Japan. The literature documents that whereas 

there exist favorable attitudes toward American English, Americans and American cul tute 

arnong young Japanese people, the association of English with intemationalization and 

globalization also pemeates the Japanese society. in fact, "intemationalization," 

"comrnunication with foreign people," ‘%bis era," and "world" appeared with high 

fiequency in students' responses to the semi-structured questionnaire in the pilot study. The 

status of English in Japan as 'English as an international language' and ' English as the U.S. 

language' underlies the finding that the combination of Japanese high school students' 

integrative orientation to English speaking coutries, particularly the U. S., and students' 

orientation to the outside world and people k m  outside Japan can best predict their 

attitudes toward long-terrn English leamhg. 

It was found that dong with students' 'interest in culture and communication,' their 

'perceptions about studying English in a schooi context' could predict their 'attitudes 

toward long-term English learning' well. in other words, how students tbink about studying 

English now at school influences how they think about continuing to study English after 

they graduate from high school. 

This finding reflects the Japanese educational context of English education in 

which unlike ESL settings, the development of communicative skills is not emphasized and 
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thus there is a gap between what students are studying now for entrance exarninaîïons and 

what they wish to l e m  for intematiodizatioa and crosscdturai communication. 

Consequently, as discussed earlier with written responses obtained h m  students, Japanese 

academic high school students, who al1 recognize the profound importance of studyiag 

English for entrance examinations, Vary in their perceptions about the long-terni benefits 

they can expect fiom engaging in studying English at school other than the short-term 

benefit of achieving good scores in exams. 

Some were found to believe that the Engüsh study at school foms the foundation of 

their 'me' English proficiency and see the linkage between the English they are studying 

now as a school subject and the English they wish to master for communication in the 

future: 

1 üiink what we are leaming at school is usefiil. Juken eigo is a part of eigo and 
[iuken eigo's] grammar is usefùi for leamhg conversations or correct English 
Cusasel- 

Some say that English we leam at school canwt be used overseas. But 1 think if we 
do not know the basics of English, there is no way to be able to use English in the 
first place. 

On the contrary, other students were found to perceive the present English education and 

studying juken eigo (English tested in exams) very cntically: 

Juken eigo is of no practical use. We cannot speak English and we can only write 
something on a piece of paper. 1 am very sure that juken eigo is useless. 

It was also found that some other students were seeing, in juken eigo, the limited value of 

reading and writing practices: 

Juken eigo might be useful for reading and writing English, but not so much for 
conversations. 

1 do not think Juken eigo is not usefùl. But when 1 went to Canada and tned to speak, 
it seems 1 was composing what 1 wanted to say as sentences [as 1 do as English 



composition during classes] fint aod then producing thern h m  my mouth. In my 
opinion, juken eigo focuses on writing whereas real eigo is well baland in reading, 
listening, writing and speaking. 

These diverse responses and the finding that students' perceptions about studyhg 

English at school influence their attitudes toward long-terni English leaming suggest the 

important linkage between the current leaming at school and the iùture learning. In 

accordance with Dewey's concept of "continuity of experience" (Dewey, 1938, p. 28), 

what students experience through a six-year English education at high school is not 

discontinued upon theu graduation. Rather, as "two principles of contiouity and 

interaction" (p. 44), students' leaming experiences at school continue, interact, and unite 

with new expenences. 

3. Structural Equation Mode1 of Attitudes Toward Long-term Engîhh Learning 

The findings from the muitiple regression analysis indicated that Japanese high 

school students' attitudes toward long-tem English leamhg is best predicted by the two 

variables: 'perceptions about sîudying English in a school context' and 'interest in culture 

and communication.' Based on these findings, a structurai equation mode1 was constnicted 

and its fit was checked by LISREL. Table 7 lists the items included for LISREL. Table 8 is 

the covariance matrix used for LISREL analysis. 
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Table 7 

Three Latent Variables and C o n r s ~ o n d i n ~  Observed Variables Used for LISREL 

Analvsis 

Latent variable: Attitudes toward lonn-term Engiish Leamhg 
# 4: 1 want to go into a profession which gives me a chance to use English. 

0 # 24* : 1 will never study English after juhn is over (*negatively-worded item). 

fit 42: 1 am going to take English courses at university even if they are not compulsory 

as long as they are effective. 

Latent variable: Perceptions about studvina Endish in a school context 

# 14: There are some interesthg parts in studying juken eigo. 

# i 5 :  English study at schotll r a i d  my interest in iearning English. 
r # 50: 1 think the English 1 am learning for juken f o m s  the foundation of English 

proficiency. 

Latent variable 3: interest in culture and communication 

# 25: I want to communicate with many people in English. 

# 26: 1 feeI attracted to culture and life in the U.S. 

Note. Item # corresponds with what is shown in Table 3. h structural equation modeling, 
there are two major types of variables: latent variables (directly unobservable c o n m c t )  
and observed variables (directly observable one). It can be said that those two are 
equivalent to, in factor analysis, respectively factors and items- 

Table 8 

Covariance Matrix of Observed Variables Used for LISREL Anabsis 

Item # #4 #24 #42 #14 #15 #50 #25 #26 

#26 0.89 0.56 0.6 1 0.37 0.57 0.26 1.1 1 2.20 
Note: 'Section 1 data set' (N=635) was used for this d y s i s .  



Prier to perfomiing LISREL analysis and testing the specified model of chis midy, 

it is important to check that the mode1 includes observed variables which actually measure 

the corresponding hypothesized latent variables. Thus, T h e  testing of the structural mode1 

[the relation arnong latent variables], i.e. the testing of the initiaily speçified theory, may be 

meaningless unless it is h t  established that the measurement model [the relationship 

between a latent variable and its cotresponding observed variables] holds" (Joreskog and 

Sorbom, 1993, p. 1 13). The selection of appropnate observed variables is u s d y  carried 

out by examining factor loadings and measurement error. Schumacker and Lornax (1995) 

explain in simple language: 

The relationships between the observed variables and the latent variables are 

described by factor loadings. The factor loadings provide us with information about 

the extent to which a given observed variable is able to measure the latent variable. 

They serve as a validity coefficient. Measurement error is defined as that portion of 

an observed variable that is measuring something other than what the latent variable 

is hypothesized to rneasure. It serves as a measure of reiiability. (p. 8 1) 

The eight items included in the specified mode1 of this thesis (Table 7) were chosen 

by examining the factor loadings and measurement errors and by confirming that the eight 

observed variables account for large variances of the corresponding latent varialdes with 

hi& reliability (for excellent introductory books on structural equation modeling, see 

Schurnacker & Lomax, 1995; Joreskog & Sorbom, 1993; in Japanese, Toyoda, Maeda & 

Yanai. 1997). 
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The specified model of this study is shown in Figure 2 (the convention of structural 

equation modeling is thaî a circle represents a latent variable and a square repfesents an 

observed variable). 

Find interesting 

parts in English 

study 

Raise interest in 

l e m i n g  Engl ish want to go 
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my English 

want to 

commun icate 

in English Interest in 
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Structural equation model of students' attitudes toward long-term Engiish Iearning 



Goodness of fit statistics 

1. The Chi-square of 23.8 with 17 degrees of fkedom yielded a gvalue of 0.12, above 

0.05, showing that the hypothesized mode1 is adequate (The intent of structural 

equation modeling is to check if the nul1 hypothesis that a specified model fits the data 

is not rejected. Thus, the lower the chi-square, the better the fit). 

2. RMSEA (Root Mean Square Error of Approximation) is 0.026, smaller than 0.05. 

3. Two additional important Goodness-of-Fit indices, Goodness of Fit index (GFI) and 

Adjusted Goodness of Fit hdex (AGFI), are 0-99 and 0.9 8, both hi&, larger than .95, 

indicating that the model is adequate. 

In addition, the squared multiple correlations between a latent variable and the 

corresponding obse~ed  variables are acceptable overall, ranging fiom 0.37 to 0.86, and 

suggest that the latent variables are adequately represented by the observed variables. Both 

students' perceptions about studying English in a school context and their interest in 

English culture and communication in English are significant predictors of students' 

attitudes toward long-term English learning as shown in this relation with standardized 

coefficients: 

Ani tudes = 0.32 perception + 0.63 interest, Emwar. = 0.29, R~ =0.7 1 

Al1 the detailed assessrnent of fit shows that the mode1 fits well, leading to the 

conclusion that Japanese students' perceptions about studying English in a school context 

and their interest in knowing about English-speaking countries and communicating with 

people in English greatly influence their attitudes toward long-tem English learning. 



Rescarcb Ouestion 2 

Eramininn the Reiation Bctween Acadcmic Pedormincc and Attitudes Toward 

Lonn-term Ennl;rh brning 

Research question 2: 1s there a relationship between students' academic performance in 

gmmmar-onented English education at Japanese academic high schools and those 

students' attitudes toward long-term English learning? 

As discussed earlier and shown in Table 6, the first multiple regression anaiysis 

predicting students' attitudes toward long-term English learning reveaied that the three 

variables of 'academic English grade,' 'exposure to English outside school,' and 

'identification of English role models' did not enter the multiple regression model. This 

finding indicated those variables' weak power of predicting students' attitudes toward 

long-term English learning. 

With a focus on 'academic English grade' in relation to 'attitudes toward long-term 

English learning,' Figure 3 visually confirms that there existed no linear relation between 

the two variables: lapanese high school students' attitudes toward long-term English 

learning and their academic English grade. This finding is worthy of attention because the 

educational psychology and SLA research on L2 motivation both in Japan and overseas 

traditionally equates test score with achievement and examines the reiationship between 

ianguage motivation and the score as language achievement. 



Figure 3. 
Scatterplot of students' attitudes toward long-term EnWh learning versus iademk 

English grade 

Multiple regression anabsis II: predictiag audcmic EnWh grade 

Ln order to reexamine the validity of the conventionally matched relationsbip 

between attitudes and 'language achievement' (Le. test scores) in the context of Japanese 

academic high schools, another multiple regression analysis was performed by setting 

'academic English grade' as the dependent (or predicted) variable and the remaining 

variables, including 'attitudes toward long-term English learning,' as predictors. 

The stepwise analysis found that the top four predictors in bold on the list below 

entered the regression mode1 while the other four predictors in italics, including 'attitudes 

toward long-term English leaming,' did not enter the d e l .  Table 9 surnmarizes the result. 

1. Self-rated English skilk 

2. Perceptions about studying Englisb in a scbool context 

3. Exposure to Engüsh outside school 

4. English leaming activities outside school 



5. Attitudes ro ward long-term English leaming 

6.  Znterest in culture and communication 

7. Images associared with English 

8. Ideniifcation of English role models 

Table 9 

S tepw ise Multiple R m i o n  halvsis II (Dewndent Variable: Academic EnnlWh 

Grade) 

Step Variables entered - R~ R~ t Partial Partial 
# change 1 B 

1 Self-rated English skills .19 -19 1 1 .O 9.26 -001 

2 Perceptions about studying -20 .O2 3 -3 2.99 ,003 

English in a sçhool context 

3 Exposure to English outside .2 1 -01 -2.3 -2.80 .O05 

school 

4 English learning activities -22 -01 2.8 2.77 .O06 
outside school 

Note: 'Section 1 & 2 data set' was used for this analysis. 

The variable, 'exposure to English outside school' (the third variable in Table 9), 

was found to be inversely related to the predicted variable, 'academic English grade.' This 

finding implies that the more frequently students are exposed to English outside school, the 

Iower their academic English performance (Le. EngIish grade). The background for this 

apparently contradictory resuit is that although the variable is concemed with students' 

exposure to English not only through the Japanese media and culture (e.g. English in 

Japanese TV commercials and English in Japanese pop music) but also through English 
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culture (e.g. English books and English music), it turned out tbat the type of English 

students are exposed to in their daily life cornes mainly f h m  the Japanese media and 

culture, Le. English or pseudo-English used Ui Japanese TV commercials and Japanese pop 

music. 

For example, in the case of students' exposure to English in Japanese pop music 

(see Question 5, which addresses exposure to English outside school, in Section 2 in the 

final questionnaire shown in Appendix A), 28.9% of hem replied that they are exposed to 

that type of English 'very often7; 42.6% 'relatively often'; 21.5% 'sometimes'; 4.1% 'not 

much'; 0.9% 'seldom'; 1.4% 'never.' In the case of students' exposure to English through 

English books, however, 0.8% of them replied that they are exposed to that type of English 

'very ofien'; 0.5% 'relatively often'; 7.6% 'sometimes'; 18.5% 'not much'; 22.1 % 

' seldom'; 50.3% 'never' ('Section 2 data set' was used). In other words, most students are 

exposed o d y  to the Japanese culture-mediated English or 'Japlish' (Tsuda, 1997). Thus, 

students' high exposure to such commercially oriented Engiish implies that they spend 

more time in watching TV and listening to music and presumably less time in studying 

English and other acadernic subjects at home, resulting in the students' lower academic 

grade. 

The results fiom the first multiple regression anaiysis predicting 'attitudes toward 

Iong-tenn English leaniing' (Table 6). the scatter plot of 'academic English grade' versus 

'attitudes toward long-tenn English learning7 (Figure 3) and the second multiple regression 

analysis in this section predicting 'academic English grade' (Table 9) al1 confinned no 

linearity between students' attitudes toward long-tenn English leaming and English 

academic scores. This finding underlies the nature of the present researçh context where a 
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majority of Japanese high school students are fonvinced that English as a school subject, 

juken eigo, focuses on gramaar, translation and memorization and is dinerent h m  the 

type of English they want to learn, Le. English for communication. The data shown in Table 

10 illustrate this point. 

Table 10 

Freciuencv Table of Item 3 and Item 8 

Item 3: 

1 think juken eigo is not for l 

Aplree 

SA MA A Total 

communication. 

(%) 19.7 26.5 32.6 78.9 

(n) 125 168 207 500 

Disagree 
SD MD D Total 

Item 8 

My English grade 

represents rny efforts but 

not my ability. 

(%) 20.0 29.9 35.9 86.2 

(n) 127 190 228 545 

- - -- 

Note: 'Section 1 data set' was used for this analysis. SA (strongly agree), MA (moderately 

agree). A (agee), D (disagree), MD (moderately disagree), SD (strongly disagree) 

Table 10 shows that close to 79% of the total 635 participants in the present study 

were found to believe that juken eigo is not usefùl for communication and 86 % of them 

replied that their English grade is the reflection of their effort rather than theu ability. Thus, 

although a good English score is crucial for those who are planning to go to a better 

university, students do not think that the score, calculated h m  grammar-focused test 
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results, denotes their 'me' English proficiency. This understanding agrees with SLA 

knowledge: "...focus on grammatical competence in the classmorn is not a sufncient 

condition for the development of communicative competence" (Canale & Swain, 1980, p. 

13), which was explained with reference to Tucker (1974) and other empirical stisdies. Due 

to the focus on grammar in English education at Iapanese academic high schools and the 

students' awareness of the focus, academic English grade neither predicts nor is predicted 

b y the students ' attitudes toward long-tenn English leamhg . 

Research Ouestion 3 

Examinine the Reiation Between Self-Rsrted E n a h  Skills and Attitudes Towwd 

Research question 3: 1s there a reiationship between Japanese academic high school 

students' self-rated English skills and their attitudes toward long-term English ieaniing? 

As discussed previously to address Research Question 1, the first multiple 

regression analysis predicting 'attitudes toward long-term English' found that one of the 

predictors, 'self-rated English skills,' plays a minor role in predicting students' attitudes 

toward long-term English leaming (see Table 6): it was found to account for o d y  an 

additional 1 % of the total variance of the predicted variable. 
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Indicating the weak relation between students' attitudes toward long-tenn English 

leaming and their self-rated English skills, Figure 4 illustrates that although there is a 

tendency for students who rated their skills at the highest level to have the highest scores on 

attitudes toward long-tem English Ieaming, this tendency becomes unclear as the level of 

self-rated skills lowers. in fact, some of the students who rate their skills at the lowest level 

are found to have the same most positive attitudes toward long-term English learning as 

those who rate their skills at the highest level. 

The result that 'self-rated English skills' is a weak predictor of students' attitudes 

toward long-term English learning partly stems h m  the fact that a majority of students 

attribute their low English skills not to themselves but to the gramrnar-focused English 

education. Written responses obtained from students in the pilot study identified those who 

cri ticize juken eigo (English for exams) for theù low speaking ski11 in spite of the nearly 

six-year English learning: 

2 4 s a 10 12 14 
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[I am studying English, juken eigo, just for the sake of entrance examinations] 
Because we cannot speak English even though we shdied it [for a long time] at 
junior high school and high school. 

Juken eigo is of no practical use. We cannot speak English and we c m  only write 
something on a piece of paper. 1 am very sure that jukn  eigo is useless. 

As discussed earlier (see Table 1 O), nearly 79% of the total 635 participants in the 

present study were found to believe that juken eigo is not usehl for communication and 

86 % of them replied that their English grade is the reflection of their effort rather than their 

ability. Sirnilarly, as reviewed previously, a l a r g e - d e  study conducted by an educational 

research institute afiliated with a Japanese educational fhn  (Benesse Kyouikukennkyuujo, 

1998a) found that among 1,718 university-bound high school students who participated in 

the survey, 93% of them rhink that English education would not enable them to speak 

English. This cntical perception against the current English education held by many 

students seems to be one reason for the weak relationsbip between students' self-rated 

English skills and their attitudes toward long-term English leamhg. 

Another reason for the weak relation between students' self-rated Engiish skills and 

their attitudes toward long-terni English leaming is that a majority of students rate their 

skills at a novice-level, resulting in the variable (self-rated English skil1s)'s small variances 

and therefore its weak power in predicting students' attitudes toward long-term English 

leaming. Table I l  illustrates that a majority of students in this study rated their English 

skills at a novice level (Level 1 indicates the lowest level; Level4 the highest level). 



Table 11 

Frwuencv Table on Studcnb' Self-Ratcd En-h Skilb 

Level Ski11 % Cumulative% 

speaking 
1 1 can hardiy speak English. 23 -7 23.7 
2 1 can speak English at a novice level, using formulated 64.9 88.6 

expressions. 

3 I c m  speak English for a limiteci time, using basic 10.6 99.2 

expressions. 
4 1 can speak English fluently for quite long if it is a basic 0.8 tOO 

conversation. 

Listening 

1 1 c m  hardly understand spoken English. 10.4 10.4 

2 I can understand Engiish somehow if 1 have met it 64.0 74.4 

before as in textbooks, 

3 I can understand English 1 have not heard before if it is 24.8 99.2 
spoken not so fast. 

4 1 can understand overall contents of English news. 0.6 99.8 

Writing 

1 1 have difficulty writing a few lines in Engiish. 43.2 43.2 
7 - 1 can write ten or fewer English lines. 47.6 90.8 
3 1 can write a short essay in English. 8 -2 99.0 

4 1 can write what 1 want to express in English with Iittle 0.8 99.8 

di fficulty . 
Reading 

1 1 have difficulty understanding my textbook. 36.4 36.4 

2 1 can understand a reading if it is the same level as my 57.3 93.7 
textbook. 

3 1 can understand a long reading at a higher level than my 5.5 99.2 
textbook. 

4 1 can understand contents of English newspapers. 0.6 99.8 
Note: 'Section 2 data set' was used for this analysis. Some missing data resulted in less than 

1 00 cumulative percent. 



Rcscrrch Oucstion 4 

Examininn Cender Diffennces in Attitudes Toward Ennlirb Learning 

Research question 4: Do gender differences exist in Japanese academic high school 

students' attitudes toward Engiish learning? if so, what factors account for the gender 

di fferences? 

Theoretical Background for the Research Question and Data Analyses 

The reviewed literature addressing gender differences in students' attitudes toward 

foreign languages and other perceived ferninine or masculine school subjects documented: 

(1)  femaie learners hold more favorable attitudes toward foreign language learning tban 

male learners and (2) gender differences in students' attitudes toward school subjects stem 

fiom social and cuitural factors such as gender socialization, gender-pattemed social 

structure, and femininity (or masculinity) associated with school subjects. As mentioned 

previously, tbis study hypothesized that Japanese femaie students are likely to have more 

positive attitudes toward English learning than their male counterparts and that the nature 

of English in Japan as the socially açcepted choice for women's education (e.g. major in 

English Iiterature) and career (e-g. interpreter) is an important basis for women's positive 

attitudes toward English leaming. 

This study examined first if more female hi& school students were planning to 

major in English than male students. tn Question 4 in Section 2 in the final questionnaire, 

students were asked to choose one fiom five alternatives about their fùture English plans 

(1 : major in English at coliege; 2: study English personally; 3: never study English; 4: study 

another foreign language; 5: unknown or others). Table 12 summarizes the result. 
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Table 12 

Freauencv Table on Male and Female Studenb' Future EanlWb Iearnin~ ~ h n  

- - - -  - 

Gender 
Future plan Male (N=242) Female (N=3 1 3) Total (N=555) 

1 .  Major in English 47 101 148 
Within plan 3 1.8% 68.2% 1W?h 
Within gender 19.4% 32.3% 26.7% 

2. Study personally 81 
Within plan 50.0% 
W ithin gender 33.5% 

3. No study 45 

Within plan 52.3% 

W i thin gender 1 8.6% 

4. Study another FL 49 
Within plan 40.8% 
W ithin gender 20.2% 

5. Unknown / others 20 

Within plan 5 1.3% 
Within gender 8.3% 

Total 242 313 555 

Within group 43 -6% 56.4% 100% 

W i thin gender 100% 100% 1 00% 
Note: 'Section 1 & 2 data set' was used for this analysis. 

Table 12 shows that more female students plan to major in English-related fields at 

university than male students. in order to examine if there are statistically significant 

different patterns of gender differences across the five groups, a two-way MANOVA by 

plan (5 levels) and gender (2 levels) was conducted on the nine interval variables. 
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The iuialysis found that both the plan mith effect (WiUcs' LarnbQ, -76, F (36, 

191 2.94) = 3.96, p c -001) and the gender main effect (Wi' Lambda, -89, F (9, 5 10) = 

7.1 7, P < -00 1) were simiif?cant. However, the interaction between gender and plan was not 

significant (Wilks' Lambda, .95, F (36, 1912.94) = -76, p = .85). The finding of no 

interaction implies that there are no signifiçaotiy different pattern of gender differences 

across the five groups. Because the interaction between gender and plan was not significant, 

the grouping variable of students' hture Engüsh plans (Le. plan) was dismisseci h m  

future analyses. 

A one-way MANOVA with the remaining grouping variable, gender, was 

perfomed on the nine interval variables. The purpose of the analysis was to examine 

gender differences among the variables. The result of the MANOVA test showed that the 

Wilks' Lambda was significant, F (9,s 1 8) = 9.63, p < . 0 1 ,  indicating that the population 

means on the nine variables are not the same between male and female students. 

Regarding ANOVAs, which are produced as part of the MANOVA, the Bonferroni 

method was employed and each ANOVA was tested at the -006 level(.05 1 9 = -0055) in 

order to control for Type 1 emr. The ANOVAs revealed significant gender differences 

among five variables at the .O06 level. The hd ings  are summarized in Table 1 3. 
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Table 13 

One-wav MANOVA: Cender Ditrercnces in Js~uiese Studenb' Eaplish Lerrning 

Variables F M df - F P. 

Attitudes toward long-term English 
learning 

Interest in culture and 
communication 

Perceptions about studying Engüsh in 
a school context 

Images associated with EngJish 

English learning activities 

Self-rated English skills 

Academic English grade 

Exposure to English outside schooi 

Identification of  English role models 

Note: 'Section 1 & 2 data set' (N=555) was used for this analysis. 

Table 13 shows that fernale students scored higher than male students in the 

variables of  attitudes toward long-tenn English learning, interest in learning about the 

outside world and comrnunicating in English, perceptions about studying English in a 

school context, and positive images about English. Furthemore, female students were 
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found to be more fkquently involved in English learning activities (e.g. l i s t ehg  to radio 

English conversation programs) than male students. 

Possible Social Backgrounds for the Gender Dmerences: With Reference to 

Literature f o r h  Japanese Young Women 

As discussed earlier, a majority of students Iisted ûanslator, interpreter, flight 

attendant and English teacher as English-involved professions, which are exclusively or 

widely occupied by wornen in Japan. Reflecting the femininity of many English 

professions, Japanese women's magazines oflen carry feature stories about women 

working as English professionals. The English teaching industry's advertisements which 

abound in English leamhg materials (e.g. monthly textbooks for NHK Radio English 

Conversation Programs) illustrate that translater-, interpreter-training schools, English 

conversation schools and other English teaching businesses appeal to women, the primary 

potential students. Those messages are intended to draw the attention of women by 

connecting English proficiency to internationalkation, intelligence and careers, similar to 

item No. 1,3,4,5, and 6. The best example for the connection is manifesteci in the titles of 

books wri tten by Japanese women who werdare English pro fessionals. 

For example, a former flight attendant is the author of A Passwrt for Ladies at the 

Era of Intemationalization: Guidebook on How to Live as Intelligent Women Using 

Endish (Koga, 1989) (the original title and text are in Japanese; the English title is my 

translation). Two successfùi female interpreters are CO-authors of the book, Enalish 

Changes Women (Shinoda & Shinzaki, 1993) (the title and text are in Japanese but the 

English title is also shown on the cover page dong with the Japanese title). A woman 

working as a translator and an interpreter recently published the book, Women Revive with 
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Enelish (Yasui, 1999) (the titie and text are in Japanese; the English title is my translation). 

It is conceivable that receiving the messages aimed at women, they unconsciously corne to 

associate English with positive images such as an intelligent career and develop favorable 

images about the professional use of English. 

Matsui (1997) is a comprehensive research report on her ten-month ferninism 

ethnographie study, characterized by an excellent research design, rich semi-stnichuad 

in temiew data (more than 600 pages of transcription), the ideal relationship she established 

with participants, and the detailed data analyses. These features make this book the most 

recent distinguished piece of work on Japanese women studying at a two-year women's 

college. Referring to Matsui (1997), her previous work (Matsui, 1995) and other related 

literature on Japanese women, the following discussion aims to speculate about possible 

backgrounds for Japanese female students' tendency to be more positive about English 

Kokusaika shikou, 'preference for intemationalization' is the terni Matsui ofien 

employed to discuss female college students7 tendency to identify 'intemationalization' 

with white European and American culture (p. 1 1 9). She claimed that twenty-eight students 

who expressed their wish to study or work overseas possess had the kokusai shikou and that 

it was based on their na&e illusion of mainstream European and Amencan people's 

lifestyles as ideal, romantic, and high-standard, which lifestyles the students believe are 

nonexistent in the Japanese society (p. 119). Based on the finding that most of the 

interviewed students wished to go to the U.S. and associated the country with freedom, 

fnendliness, self-expression, high living standards, and equality, Matsui claimed that those 

students' 'naïve recognition of the U.S.' stems fiom not only their 'uncritical admiration 
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for Amencan cuiture' but also their d i s t i  in and dissatisfaction with theù Japanese male 

couterparts who are positioned in the Japanese mainstrearn culture (p. 213). 

Matsui (1 997) clearly illustrates that those Japanese young women are located at the 

periphery of the society, confiont constant social pressures h m  every aspect of the 

Japanese society, and are obliged to behave and Live in a Japanese wornen-like fashion. 

Given this difficult situation for wornen, it is conceivable that their recognition of their 

marginaiized, restricted gender role in Japan in cornparison with other western countries 

leads to young female students' opposition to the traditional Japanese women's role and 

search for a new life either in or outside Japan. For example, most of the students who 

participated in Matsui's study were found to recognize that an occupational choice readily 

available to them is to work as OL (Office Ladies), called "girls" (onnnanoko) in the 

workpIace and do clerical work such as photocopying and servïng tea for theu male 

colleagues (p. 134). Many students expressed their dissatisfaction with the vocational 

choice destined to end in marriage and voluntary resignation (p. 134). h t e a d  of 

acquiescing in the unfàir treatment, some of the college students expressed their plan to 

work as OL just temporarily to eam some money and later invest the money in seeking new 

life courses either by studying abroad (the two-year college had a sister university in the 

US.) or obtaining more professional skills at training school (p. 134). 

According to the officia1 statistics on Japanese people going overseas (Ministry of 

Justice, 1997), the number of Japanese women at the age of 20-24 who went to the U. S. in 

1997 is 5 l8,4 10, twice as many as the number of Japanese men of the same age who visited 

the U.S. (255,602). Interestingly, while the number of Japanese women at the age of 25-29 

who went to the U.S. in 1997 (566,480) is still larger than the number of men of the same 

age who went to the U .S. (4 1 3,3 1 O), the ratio is reversed for Japanese people older than 30. 
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As shown in Figure 5, more Japanese men in their thirties and forties visited the U.S. than 

their female counterparts in the same generation. These figures indicate that although twice 

as many Japanese women in their twenties visit the U S .  for travel and study as their male 

counterparts, once people mach their thirties, women are no longer fke enough to l a v e  

their family and go overseas while men in their thirties and forties have the chance to visit 

the U.S. on business. 

600000 

/ + Women 
'*Men L 

Figure 5. 

Statistics on the Japanese visiting the US. in 1997 

Matsui (1995) is based on her dissertation on gender d e  perceptions held by 

Japanese and Chinese female students studying at American universities. The data were 

obtained fiom 15 Japanese and Chinese students through in-depth, serni-structured 

interviews. The study docurnented that those Japanese femde university students studying 

at a state university in the U S .  received little societal and parental encouragement for 

overseas study, perceived their life in the U.S. as an experience of "cultural exploration" or 

"self-emancipation" (p. 362), favored the American culture of self-assertiveness and 
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individualism, and prefened to remain in the U.S. after graduation. Matsui (1995) claimed 

that "Japanese wornen's marginaiized status o k n  aiiows them greater personal W o m  

that Japanese men as well as Chinese women cannot &ord (p. 367) and that "My 

Japanese informants often view study abroad as a maximum extension of such f k d o m  and 

autonorny" (p. 369). The marginaiization h m  the mainstream worlâorce and the relative 

freedom to leave the society also hold true for young highly educated women. Iwao (1 993) 

argues : 

Many of them [foreign companies in Japan] have attracted brigiit young women 
with career ambitions and some foreign language proficiency .... It is not at al1 an 
anomaly to find Japanese women on the management staff of foreign companies. 
They had difficulty finding interesting jobs in Japanese companies, and because 
working women are not part of the mainstream of the Japanese work force, they are 
fieer to take the r i sb  involved in working with foreign companies. Compareci to 
men, they have less to lose in ternis of social standing by not k i n g  ernployed by the 
companies at the top of the hierarchy of employment prestige in contemporary 
Japan. @. 169) 

Tt is documented earlier that Japanese female high school students are more aware 

than their male couterparts are of gender inequality in the Japanese society (Benesse 

K y o u i k u k e ~ u j o ,  1 998 b). Similar to female college students' illusion of an idealized 

mainstrearn (white) people's life in westem counûies (Matsui, 1997) and 0L7s naïve 

association of English skills with career success and better lives (Tokyo Seimei Hoken 

Sougou Gaisha, 1997), those high school female students7 perception of women's 

unsatisfactory status in Japan in contrast to that in other westem countries is likely <O lead 

to their interest in the outside world, particularly the U.S. and English learning/use. 

The next chapter sumarizes major findings obtained fiom this study, followed by 

a discussion of the theoreticai and pedagogical significance of this study. 



Chapter Five: Summary and Conclusion 

Major F i n d i n ~  in This Studv 

Finding 1: The strongest relation was found between students' interest in culture and 

communication and their attitudes toward long-term English learning. 

The analysis regarding research question 1 revealed that in the Japanese m i a l  

milieu students' attitudes toward long-term English learning was affected most by 

students ' interest in culture and communication, whic h variable is composed of integrative 

orientation to English speaking countties (particularly the U. S.) and outward orientation to 

the outside world in general (e.g. "1 want to communicate with many people in English"; "1 

want to make fnends with people fiom overseas"). This finding characterizes the Japanese 

social milieu in which English study is associated not only with American cuiture but dso 

with more general orientations such as 'Intemationalization,' 'globalization' and 

'cross-cultural communication.' 

Finding 2: The second strongest relation was found between students' perceptions about 

studying English in a school context and students' attitudes toward long-tenn English 

leaniing. 

The anal ysis regarding research question 1 also reveaied that students' attitudes 

toward long-terni English learning is Nected by students' perceptions about studying 

English in their current school context, which variable consisted of items regarding not 

only students' like/dislike for English study but also whether they see the linkage between 

their current English study and the development of their English proficiency (e.g. "1 think 

the English 1 am leaming for juhn f o m  the founàation of my English pro ficiency"). This 
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fmding suggests that students' current leaming experïence has an influence on their fûture 

English leaming plan. 

Finding 3: Almost no relation was found between students' academic English grade and 

their attitudes toward long-tenn English leaming. 

The educational psychology and SLA research on L2 motivation traditionally 

equates test score with achievement and examines its relationship with L2 motivation. This 

conventional equation was not found in this study. Mead, this study yielded the hding 

that Japanese students' academic English grade has almost no influence on their attitudes 

toward long-tenn English leamuig. This finding reflects the dominant perception held by 

Japanese academic students about the English grade: the grade is based on grammar-, 

reading-, memorizaîion-oriented written tests and does not appropriately represent their 

English skills. In fact, a majority of snidents in this study was found to think that their 

"English grade represents [their] efforts but not [theid ability" (Item 8; see Table 10). 

Finding 4: A marginal relation was found berneen students' self-rated English skills and 

students' attitudes toward long-term English leaming 

Related to the third finding discussed above, this fourth one provides an important 

implication: Unlike in conventional SLA research on motivation and proficiency, Japanese 

university-bound high school students' (perceived) English proficiency is not a powerful 

variable to examine their attitudes toward their future plan of continuing to study English. 

This is because English education at Japanese academic high schools is not administered 

for the development of communicative English skills, resulting in the underdevelopment of 

students' wel l-balanced English pro ficiency and in the pervasive perception arnong the 
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students that their low proficiency is not their fault but due to their ggamanar-focused 

English education. 

Finding 5: Female hi& school students were found to score higher than male students Ui 

the five variables: attitudes toward long-term English leaming, interest in culture 

CO mrnunication, perceptions about studying English in a school context, images associated 

with English, and English learning activities. 

Regarding Japanese social influences upon female students' more positive attitudes 

toward current and long-term English learning, this study argued that Japanese women's 

rnarginalized statu and related Japanese social elements are likely to be the background for 

female high school students' positive attitudes toward English learning. in this study, in 

order to understand this background, information was gleaned from other studies focusing 

on different subgroups of Japanese young women (ranging h m  two-year college students 

to elite working women). ï h i s  study suggested a complex relation between gender in a 

social milieu and language attitudes by demonstrating that an understanding of gender 

di fferences among a particular group of L2 learners (academically oriented high SC ho01 

students in Japan in the case of this study) necessitates considerations of extensive, 

non-linguistic, (feminist) sociologieal data fiom related groups of L2 learners. 

Theoretical Im~lications 

This Studv and Chihara and OUer (1978): What The Present Studv Ex~lains 

Chihara and Oller (1 978) surveyed 1 23 Japanese 'adults' (age unknown) enroiled in 

various levels of EFL classes at a private English language school (YMCA) and examineci 

these learners' English leamhg attitudes and English proficiency. English learning 
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attitudes were measufed by the Japanese translation of the questionnaire employed in their 

related previous study, OLler, Hudson and Liu (1977). EFL proficiency in their study was 

based on: the cloze test developed by Oller, Hudson and Liu (1977), "a proficiency test 

consisting of Grammar, Vocabulary, and Listening Comprehension sub-tests" (Chihara & 

Oller, 1978, p. 57) and 'self ratings of EFL skill' which is theü students' rating on 

five-point scales for understanding, speaking, reading and writing skills (p. 57). 

The findings showed weak correlations between factors extracteci fiom the attitude 

questionnaire and English proficiency. In fact, Chihara and Oller contacted Gardner to ask 

him for his suggestions on the interpretation of their unexpected findings. Because the 

findings are contradictory to Gardner and his associates' research findings, Chihara and 

Oller ( 1  978) have ofien been cited as a good example which suggests the different nature of 

a foreign language learning context fiom a second language leaming context (Au, 1988; 

Clément & Kniidenier, 1983; Skehan, 1989; Larsen-Freernan, 1991; Sawaki, 1997). 

The purpose of this section is to offer an explanation for sorne of their findings 

which were then "not easily explained by any existing theory known to the authors" 

(Chihara & Oller, 1978, p. 67). This section focuses on the following lïndings obtained 

fiom their study: 

'Amount of EFL Study' did not contribute much to the prediction of Japanese 

students' EF'L proficiency. 

'Pass Exarns' (one of the reasons for studying English) was scarcely correlated with 

the students' EFL proficiency. 

'Parents' EFL skill' did not conûibute much to the prediction of Japanese students' 

EFL proficiency and was "judged very unimportant by most of the subjects" (p. 66). 



The literature reviewed previously in this present thesis provided a pichire of the 

bpanese context: dl Japanese students spend six years in hidying English as a main 

school subject before graduating h m  high school. The type of English they are required to 

study is, as perceived by students and teachers as well, characterized by its undue focus on 

gramrnar, composition, translation and memorization, and limiteci focus on speakiag and 

listening. Due to the special characteristic of the English taught and tested, it is pervasively 

known as 'English for entrance examinations' m n  eigo). Reflecting such a contextual 

background, this thesis produced the îinding that shows alrnost no relationship between 

Japanese academic high school students' self-reported academic English grade and their 

attitudes toward their future plan of studying English for other purposes. A marginal 

relationship was also found between these students' self-rated English skills and their 

attitudes toward long-terni English learning. 

C hihara and Oller's finding that 'Amount of EFL Study' could not predict Japanese 

students' EFL proficiency well is due to the fact that although those Japanese students 

spend 6 years in leamhg English as a school subject, the six-year study does not 

necessarily result in their achievement of well-balanced English proficiency. This is 

because regular school tests and entrance examinations assess only a part of English 

pro ficiency such as grammatical and lexical knowledge, while listening and speaking skills 

are largely dismissed. Naturaily, the students study what is to be on the tests. The common 

result is the underdeveloprnent of Japanese students' English communicative skills, in spite 

of their six-year English study at school. 

Another related finding which Chihara and Oller could not explain was that the 

factor of 'Pass Exams' (one of the reasons for studying English) was scarcely correlateci 
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with their students' EFL proficiency. This finding lies in the fact that successfiil 

performance in exams at Japanese schools does not require students to possess hi& 

English communicative skills. This is because English classes and tests at Japanese schools 

are not primarily designed for the development and assessrnent of commuaicative skills in 

English. Therefore, Japanese students' good or poor performance in English as a school 

subject in the Japanese school context rarely indicates those students' communicative 

abilities. 

Finally, Chihara and Oller faikd to explain why 'Parents' EFL skill' did not 

contribute much to the prediction of Japanese students' EFL proficiency and was "judged 

very unimportant by most of the subjects" (p. 66). Considering the time when the study was 

conducted (in the late 1970's in Japan) and provided that the students' parents were in their 

50's at the time of the study (not known fiom the study), those parents would have been 

teenagers at school40 years ago, i.e. in the late 1930's in Japan. As briefly reviewed at the 

beginning of this study, it was the war time when leamhg English, Le. the "devil language" 

spoken in the U. S. and UK, was considered as an act of national betrayal. Although 

Chihara and Oller did not provide (presumably did not collect) the data, it would not be 

surprising to find that a majority of those research participants' parents had no English 

learning experiences. Given this Japanese historical background, it is not surprising that 

parents' EFL skill (possibly severely limited skill) had little to do with students' EFL 

proficiency . 

Streneth of The Present Studv 

The strength of this study is its focus on the relationship between social milieu and 

language attitudes and its consequent ability to explain reasons for research ftndings on L2 
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attitudes. The previous section demoostrated that what Chihara and Oller (1978) failed to 

explain could be explaineci with the understanding of the Japanese context for students' 

English leaniing at school. 

Gardner's focus is conventionally on second language achievement and the 

variables assurned to influence if particularly motivation. Although he positions social 

milieu as "a central theme" of his socio-educational mode1 (Gardner, 1985, p. 1 Mi), the 

social milieu, attitudes, and other variables influentid on achievement are examined in 

their relation to second language achievement only. In the barely one-page section headed 

"The Role of Context" in bis papa  (Gardner, 1988, p. 121-1 22), he states: ". . .there is a 

need to determine its [cultural context's] effect on the relation of aptitude and attitudes and 

motivation to proficiency in a second language" (p. 12 1). Although his focus on L2 

achievement has contributed tremendously to SLA research and influenceci numerous 

studies conducted in various research contexts, the weakness of Chiara and Oller (1 W8), 

as discussed in the previous section, indicates that the constrained focus on motivation and 

achievement ofien results in the rninimization of attention to a particular social context and 

in the failure to offer explanations for research hdings.  

This present thesis venfied the meaningfulness of focusing on a particular social 

milieu as a source of attitudes by showing its ability to provide an explanation about 

speci fic language attitudes characteristic of the Japanese EFL context. Furthemore, the 

socially embedded findings obtained fiom the present quantitative shidy suggested that the 

context-based perspective and the use of quantitative research methodology can be 

integrated. This integration results in a better understanding of L2 attitudes in a particular 

social milieu. 



This Studv and Gender 

As discussed in the literature review chapter, the conventional SLA research on 

motivation and attitudes addressing gender differences treats gender as somethuig 

biologically fixed and women and men as two independent groups. A common result is the 

documentation of gender differences in attitudes toward foreign language learning and the 

recognition of difficulty in explainhg those differences such as "We recognise the 

dificuity for researchers in gaining a clear picture of pupils' perceptions of subjects taught 

in school, especially as regards sex differences" (Powell & Batters, 1985, p. 20). 

The present study docurnented that a carefid consideration of the Japanese context 

(e .g. the English industry ' s association of English proficiency with professional career and 

women's awareness of the gender inequality in Japan) could lead to a new understanding of 

women's positive perceptions about the use of Engiish in or outside Japan. These findings 

suggested that the conventional treatment of gender difierences in research on foreign 

language leaming "as a bottom line explanation" should be abandoned and replaced with 

the perspective that gender is "a social constniction needing explanation itself' (Cameron, 

1992, p. 61) in order to understand accurately gender differences in foreign language 

leamers. Although the data to interpret the gender differences identified in this study were 

draw fiom other previous studies, not from the original data of this study, this study 

introduced the feminist sociologid concept of gender into L2 attitudinal research and 

yielded a new understanding of gender as a socio-cuiturally embedded phenomenon. 

Pdaeonical Implications 

The present stud y provides several pedagogical implications for Japanese teachers 

of English at university preparatory high schools. First, the finding that students' attitudes 
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toward long-term English leaming are inauenad by their interest in culture and 

communication in English and their perceptions about studying English at school uidicates 

that in order to develop and sustain students' positive attitudes toward long-tem English 

Ieaming, it is important to offer English classes which enrich students' English learning 

experiences at schwl and foster their interest in the cultural and communicative aspect of 

English leamïng. 

Secondly, teachers should be aware of the influences of their English classes upon 

students' perceptions about English study, which were found to influence their attitudes 

toward long-tenn English learning. Efforts should be made to create opportunities for 

students to express their perceptions about their present English snidy and future English 

plans. Students' seemingly uncritical and cornmitted attitudes toward English study at 

school should neither be taken for granted nor equated with their satisfaçtion with their 

present Engiish education. 

A third implication stems fiom the h d i n g  that students' English acadernic grade 

and their (largely underdeveloped) English skills poorly predict theu attitudes toward 

long-term English learning. Japanese teachers of English at university preparatory schools 

should be critically aware of the unsolved incompatibility between the English taught at 

school and the English used in the world (or what students wish to master), and bear in 

mind that English instruction is supposed to assist not only students' admission into 

universities but also their long-term English learning. 

Finally, this study provides an implication concerned with gender differences in 

Japanese students' attitudes toward English learning. Female students' more positive 

attitudes toward English leaming and their tendency to choose English as a major should 

not be taken for ganted or uncritically conceived as a cornmon trend. The finding that their 
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attitudes toward English learning are intertwined with Japanese social factors such as the 

ferninization of the English profession and the marginalized status of women in the job 

market should be useful for teachers to reflect upon their students' decision-making on 

academic choices. 

Conclusion 

This study found that on the one hand, students' interest in learning about the 

outside world and communicating with people in English and their perceptions about 

studying English as a mah school subject have a profound impact on their attitudes toward 

long-tenn English leaming. On the other han& students' self-reported academic English 

grade and their self-rated English skills were found to have little inauence on their attitudes 

toward long-term English learning. 

This study demonstrated that the rationale for these f'mdings lies in the Japanese 

university-bound high school context in which English instruction places undue emphasis 

on entrance examinations and results in the students' underdevelopment of English 

communicative skills, as perceived both by the students and teachers. Regarding gender 

differences, female students were found to be more positive toward their current and fùture 

English learning. It was argued, drawing on data fiom the recent literature on young 

Japanese women, that Japanese women's marginalized status in the society and related 

social elements are likely to cause women's positive attitudes toward English learning. 

These findings embedded in the Japanese social context bear out the importance of 

examining a particular social context in order to understand the background for foreign 

language learning attitudes. This knowledge should be pivotal to the M e r  development 
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of SLA research on attitudes which ofkn neglects and fails to offer explatiatiom for 

research findings on L2 attitudes because of its restricted focus on motivation and L2 

proficiency and minimum atiention to socid milieu. 
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Appendu A: E n a b  Version Ouestionnaire for the F h d  Studv 

Purpose of questionnaire and directions 

The purpose of âhis questionnaire is to study Japanese high schml students' 
perceptions of English study. 
You do not have to spend much time in answering to each question. But please answer 
ail the questions honestly. 
If  you have difficulty choosing only one answer, please recall your own expcricn- 
of or ideas about English and choose an answer which you think best expresses those 
experiences and ideas of your own. 
Responses collected fkom you al1 are to be processed for statistical analyses by a 
computer. 
Your name is not necessary for this survey. 
This survey bas nothing to do with school evaluation of yow academic performance. 
No one except for me will ever use data collected fkom you dl .  
This questionnaire consists of Section 1 and Section 2. 
This questionnaire is developed so that it can be completed within 30 minutes. 

Sample answer for Section 1 

Please read each statement below and circle oniy one alternative out of six choices. 

(Sarnple statement): 1 dislike English study. 

strongly moderately somehow moderatel y strongl y 
agree agree disagree disagree 

Incorrect ways of answering 
u 

strongly moderately some mehow moderately strongly 
agree agree disagree disagree 

strongly moderately somehow somehow oderately strong 
agree agree agree disagree 



Gmde ( 1 
CIass( ) 
Gender : Male ( ) Female ( ) 

Section 1 

1 think the English we are studying for entrance examinations will be of no use in the 
future. 

strongly moderately somehow somehow moderately strongly 
agree agree agree disagree disagree disagree 

(*A six-point Likert-sale is not shown hereafter in this appendix*) 

Professions involving use of English sound intelligent. 

I think juken eigo is not for communication. 

1 want to get into a profession which gives me a chance to use English. 

S tudying English for entrance examinations is a good oppomuiity to build up gmnmar 

and vocabu1;uv. 

1 think 1 will be able to master English in the future. 

1 hate al1 the things we have to study as jukn  eigo. 

1 think 1 am a type of person who can enjoy leaming any foreign languages. 

1 envy people who can speak English fluentiy. 

English proficiency is v e r -  important for the internationaiization of Japan. 

1 think people who master English can rely on its proficiency to earn money. 

Many buzinesu mann (career men) are leaniing and using English lately. 

I like to study English. 

14. There are some interesthg parts in studying juken eigo. 

15. English study at school raised my interest in leaming English. 

16. 1 have had many bad experiences with English study so far. 

17. 1 came to dislike English itself because of the English study for entrance examinations. 

18. My English achievement represents my efforts, not my ability. 

19. 1 am going to continue to leam English even if 1 am not sure how likely there will be 

any chance to use English in the füture. 



20. 1 am interested in leaming about life and culture in English-speaking couniries. 

21. 1 have a feeling that women are better at English than men. 

22. 1 am good at English. 

23. 1 want to become fnends with people h m  overseas- 

24. 1 will never study English afler juken is over. 

25. 1 want to communicate with many people in Englisb. 

26. 1 feel attracted to Amencan culture and life in the U. S. 

27. 1 a m  leaming English now just because it is a school subject required for juken. 

28. 1 want to master American English. 

29. 1 like English classes. 

30. i think the English 1 am leaming for juken forms the foundation of m y  English 

proficiency. 

31. 1 am interested in learning about various kinds of languages and culture. 

32. 1 think lack of English proficiency will be a major hindrance to my successful job 

seeking activities. 

33. 1 need to leam English since it is the era of internationalization. 

34. English is the most promising school subject for firture use. 

35. 1 want to make efforts to speak a local language if 1 have a chance to go abroad. 

36. English-related occupations remind me of women's work. 

37. 1 am happy about leaming English at school, not other foreign languages. 

38. 1 want to choose a life path which does not require foreign language leaming. 

39. 1 am thinking of starting to sîudy English by myself in the future. 

40. The ability to handle English gives a sense of king educated. 

4 1. 1 think it is cool to be able to speak English fluently. 

42. 1 am going to take English courses at university even if they are not compulsory as long 

as they are effective. 



Section 2 

1. Please circle al1 the English activities you have done: 

( ) joining English study club at school or outside school 

( ) going to an English conversation school 

( ) using TV or radio English conversation programs 

( ) buying English conversation materials (books, CD, cassette tapes, videos, etc.) 

( ) reading English books, watching English movies, Iistening to English music 

( ) reading newspapers or watching English news 

( ) taking eiken or English tests not designed for entrance exambations 

( ) staying or traveling in English speaking regions (the U.S., England, etc.) 

2. If you recode the fûil mark of al1 the English tests you have take so far at high school 

into 100 and calculate the average of your test scores, which category is the closest to 

the average? Please choose only one category. 

( ) above 80 

( ) 70-80 

( ) 60-70 

( ) 50-60 

( ) 40-50 

( ) 30-40 

( ) 20-30 

( ) below 20 



3. Please choose onlv one sentence each which describes your English skill the k t -  The 

first sentence impiies the highest English skill. 

Your English speaking skill: 

( ) 1 can speak English fluently for quite long if it is a basic conversation. 

( ) 1 can speak English for a limited t h e ,  using basic expressions. 

( ) 1 can speak English at a novice level, using fonnulated expressions. 

( ) 1 can hardly speak English. 

Your listening skill: 

( ) 1 can understand overall contents of English news. 

( ) 1 can understand English 1 have not heard before if it is spoken not so fast. 

( ) 1 can understand English somehow if 1 have met it before as in textbooks. 

( ) 1 can hardly understand spoken English. 

Your writing skill: 

( ) 1 can write what 1 want to express in English with Iittle difficulty. 

( ) 1 can write a short essay in English. 

( ) 1 can write ten or fewer English lines. 

( ) 1 have dificulty writing a few lines in English. 

Your reading skill: 

( ) 1 can understand contents of English newspapers. 

( ) I can understand a long reading at a higher leveI than my textbook. 

( ) 1 cm understand a reading if it is the same level as my textbook. 

( ) 1 have difficulty understanding my textbook. 



4. Regarding your fûture plan for English study aAer you graduate h m  high scbool: 

please circle onlv one which you are most likely to choose. 

( ) maior in Endish (English literature, English language, language culture, etc.) 

( ) study English personallv 

( ) never s t u d ~  foreign languages at al1 

( ) study a foreign language other than Engiish 

( 0thex-s ( 1 

5. How often do you see or hear English in your daily life? Please choose the most 

appropriate answer among six alternatives below and circle your choice. 

very ofien relatively often sometimes not much seidom never 

(1) English in TV comrnercials 

(2) English in Japanese TV programs (e.g. i n t e ~ e w s  in English 

(3) English in Japanese pop music 

(4) English in Japanese radio programs 

(5) Topics on English (leaming) in Japanese newspapers or magazines 

(6) English TV programs or news (inciuding one with Japanese interpretation) 

('7) English newspapers or English magazines 

(8) English books 

(9) English music 

(10) English movies 

6. Do you know anyone personally who can use English practically to a certain extent? 



7. For those who answered "Yes" above: who are those who can use EngLish? 

( ) English tacher@) at high school 

( ) English teacher(s) at cram school 

( 1 parent(s) 

( ) brother(s) or sibling(s) 

( ) relative(s) 

( ) Japanese f?iend(s) of mine 

( ) international fnend(s) of mine 

( ) otkrs ( 1 

Thank you very much for your cooperation! 



Amendix B: EnPlWb Version Letter of Conscat for the Pilot and Fhrl Studv 

Dear Mr. / Ms. [the name of a principal], 

1 am writing this letter to you in order to ask you to give me permission for 

conducting research at your school. Since 1 entered university to specialize in English 

education, 1 have always been interested in Japanese people's attitudes towards the outside 

world and foreign culture, especiall y towards English, English speaking people, and their 

culture. M e r  1 obtained a MA in English education, 1 decided to fûrther pursue my 

academic interest. Since September 1996,I have enrolled a Ph-D. program at The Ontario 

lnstitute for Studies in Education of the University of Toronto (OISEAJT) in Toronto, 

Canada. Supported by excellent thesis cornmittee members (Dr. Merrill Swain, Dr. Gila 

Hanna, and Dr. Birgit Harley), i have started to do research for my doctoral dissertation this 

April, focusing on Japanese high school students' perceptions of English study . 

My study does not airn for the evaluation of English classes, teachers or students at 

your school. The main purpose of the study is to: (1) obtain fiee writings completed by 

students about their perceptions about studying English (the form for the writing is 

enclosed with this letter), (2) obtain numerical data fkom your students in the form of 

written, multiple-choice questionnaires, which are enclosed with this letter, (3) codifj. the 

data for statisticai analyses, and (4) elicit main perceptions of English held by those 

students, who, 1 believe, can represent the population of Japanese high school students at 

public high schools designed for entrame examinations (fùîsuu shingatkm) in Japan. 1 also 

want you to allow me to do field work at your school such as interviews with teachers. The 

narne of your school or students will not be identified in my dissertation. The identification 
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is not necessary in this shdy which aims for a ceriain degree of generalization basexi on the 

data provided by your students. 

I wonder i f  it would be possible for you to taise some time to meet me and discw 

issues conceming my request for conducting research at your school and conditions for the 

research. Since 1 am Mly aware that you are very busy, please allow me to cal1 you around 

[a suggestion for the &ta when 1 am going to d l ]  rather thaa asking you to contact me. 

Thank you very much for h a d g  read this letter. 1 would really appreciate it if you 

could support me with my research. I am looking fonvard to meeting with you soon. 

Sincerely yours, 

Yoko Kobayashi 

Ph.D. candidate, Second language educaîion program 

Modem Language Centre 

The Ontario institute for Studies in Education of the University of Toronto 

252 Bloor Street West 

Toronto, Ontario 

Canada M5S 1 V6 



Dear Principal [ 1, 

1 greatly appreciate your haMng agreed to allow me to conduct research at your 

school. As part of the ethical review procedures regulated by the Graduate Studies Office at 

the University of Toronto, 1 need to ask you to provide me with a wcïtten idonned consent. 

1 would truly appreciate it if you could read the following conditions of my conducting 

research at your school and, providing you agree with ail the conditions, could put your 

signature on the tmttom of this letter as a written informeci consent. 

The main purpose of my study is to: (1) obtain fk writhgs completed by students 

about their perceptions about studying English, (2) obtain numencal data from your 

students in the form of written, multiple-choice questionnaires, (3) codiQ the data for 

statistical analyses, and (4) elicit main perceptions of English held by those -dents, who, 

I believe, can represent the population of Japanese high school students at public high 

schools designed for entrance examinations fifsuu shinguthu) in Japan. 1 also would l k e  

to do field work at your school sucb as interviews with teachers. The name of your xhool 

or students will not be identified in my dissertation. Upon the completion of the doctoral 

dissertation, 1 will produce copies of a leaflet on major hdings revealed in my study and 

provide copies to you, the classroom teachers who are going to collaborate with me, and the 

participants. It would be very helphl if you could send this letter back to me. 1 thank you in 

advance. 

Sincerely yours, 

Yoko Kobayashi 

Ph.D. candidate, Second language education program 

The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education of the University of Toronto 

1, [the name of the principal], hereby agree with the research conditions described above by 

Yoko Kobayashi and provide her with my written informed consent. 

Isignature of the principal himselfl rdatal 
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A ~ ~ e n d i x  D: J~DM- Orininal Leîter of Consent for the Pilot and Final Stodv 



m**m€3  
Japanese High School Students' Perceptions of Engiish Study 
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Amendu E: Histgrim of Nine Intemal Varhbks Uscd in This Studv 

Four variabies created from Section 1 of the questionnaire 
('Section 1 data set' was used; N=635) 

Attitudes toward long-tem English leaming (M = 22.5; = 6.08) 

interest in culture and communication &f = 30.0; SD = 6.89) 
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+ Perceptions about studfing English in a school context (hJ = 34.4; SD = 8.84) 

Images associated with Engiish (M = 32.0; = 5.45) 



Five variables createâ fmm W o n  2 of the questionnaire 
('Section 2 &ta set' was used; N = 634) 

English leamhg activities = 1.3; = 1.25) 

Academic English grade (M = 5.2; SD = 1.45) 



Self-rated English skills (M = 7.4; SD = 1.84) 

Exposure to English outside school (IkJ = 26.0; = 6.69) 



Identification of English role models a = 1 -6; SD = 1.16) 




